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My research has focused on understanding N and C cycling in soils at small

scales. Isotope dilution methods coiinmonly used to estimate gross rates of soil

chemical transformations assume homogeneous distribution of label. I explored the

effects of diffusion limitations on isotope dilution experiments in soil aggregates

using spherical diffusion-reaction mjdels. Equations describing transport and

reaction assumed Fickian diffusion, linear-equilibrium adsorption, zero-order

production of natural abundance NI44 and either pseudo-first-order or zero-order

consumption of ambient and label I4H. In the case of pseudo-first-order

consumption, rate calculations were sensitive to substrate adsorption coefficient,

but not to other transport parameter$; however, rates calculated from simulations

assuming zero-order consumption uhderestimated both rates of production and
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consumption. These simulations reemphasize the need to optimize experimental

protocols when performing isotope dilution experiments in structured soils.

I also explored soil microsite heterogeneity of C and N assimilation using

time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). I have shown that

TOF-SIMS is capable of detecting N assimilation in bacterial and fungal biomass

and both C and N assimilation in individual bacterial cells. I extended this research

to explore factors that might affect differential NH and NO3 assimilation by soil

microbes. Model systems were created with kaolin clay (labeled with 15NO3),

straw, and manure. The spatial relationship of N assimilation by fungal hyphae

was preserved on Si contact slides. Analysis of the slides showed nearly a 100%

change between in '5N content of hyphae that were associated with manure and

hyphae that were associated with straw. This was presumably due to a relatively

higher 14NH4: 15NO3 ratio near the manure. This dramatic change in assimilation

of N sources occurred over relatively short distances of 40 to 200 im. Although

further experimentation is required to fully understand the mechanisms controlling

the bioavailability of NH and NO3 at this scale, these results illustrate the

powerful potential of TOF-SIMS to explore microbial activity at the sub-mm scale

in soil systems.
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TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF THE SOIL MICROSITE
IN RELATION TO NITROGEN AND CARBON CYCLING

Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS

With increasing human population on Earth, the use of N based fertilizers

will require increasing optimization. Due to economic factors, for example,

anthropogenic N fixation is by far the most energy intensive input for modern

agricultural production (Keeney, 1982). From an agronomic standpoint, N

management strategies have traditionally focused on optimizing N input and

maximization of crop yield. Nevertheless, environmental concerns play a role in

fertilizer management decisions. For example, N has been shown to be the primary

nutrient that limits growth in many estuaries (Goldman, 1976) and non-point source

N pollution from agronomic systems has been shown to lead to eutrophication in

these systems.

There are many forms of N fertilizers in use today. Popular examples

include ammonium nitrate, urea, anhydrous ammonia, and manure. Urea and

manure decompose to form NIH3. Ammonia exists in equilibrium with the

protonated form, NH4 and can be oxidized to form NO3. Because of its specific

chemical properties and relatively high water solubility NO3 has received a great

deal of attention. Most soils have a low anion exchange capacity and NO3 can

leach rapidly and enter ground and surface water sources. Nitrate has been shown

to be toxic, particularly infants (Comly, 1945; Shuval and Gruener, 1972).
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Biological transformations of NO3 in soils include denitrification,

dissimilatory reduction to NH4 and NO3 assimilation. Both nitrification and

denitrification can produce N20, and NO as byproducts. Nitrous oxide is an

important greenhouse gas (Houghton et al., 1994; Ramanathan et al., 1985) and is a

major source of NO in the stratosphere. NO has been implicated in 03 destruction

in the stratosphere (Schlesinger, 1991; Warneck, 2000). These few examples

emphasize the need for a better understanding of N cycling in the environment.

The stable isotope of N, 15N has been used extensively in scientific research

for over 60 years (Rittenberg et al., 1939) and more recently, to study N cycling in

agricultural settings (Hart et al., 1994b; Kirkham and Bartholomew, 1954, Knowles

and Blackburn, 1993). The use of 15N has allowed the determination of gross

reaction rates and of metabolic fates of N-containing substrates. Specifically, gross

rates of production and consumption ofNH4 and NO3 are often much higher than

net rates of N-mineralization and nitrification (Davidson et al., 1990, 1992; Hart et

al., 1994a) because high consumption rates ofNB4 and NO3 can mask the true

production rates of these compounds if only pool size is measured. In addition,

competing processes such as NH4 immobilization and nitrification, or NIH4 and

NO3 immobilization can occur in the same soil volume, perhaps due to microsite

compartmentalization (Chen and Stark, 2000; Davidson et al., 1990, 1992).

Tracer studies involve the addition of 15N to the reactant pooi of a process

of interest and follow the reaction products over time. Isotope dilution experiments

involve adding label to the product pool and measuring both the total size as well as
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the isotope ratio of the product pooi with time. With this information, two

differential equations can be solved simultaneously to obtain rate estimates for both

production and consumption of the pooi (Hart et al., 1994b; Kirkham and

Bartholemew, 1954, 1955). Tn general, isotope dilution experiments are preferred

over tracer experiments because addition of reactants may inflate rate estimates if

reaction rate kinetics follow a rate law that is greater than zero-order (Hart et al.,

1 994b).

In isotope dilution experiments it is assumed that the soil is homogeneously

labeled. (Kirkham and Bartholemew, 1954; Monaghan, 1995; Watson et al.,

2000). Although this assumption is thought to be a potential problem, few authors

have directly addressed the issue. Diffusional constraints have long been known to

potentially limit reaction rates in soils (Focht, 1992; Greenwood, 1961; Myrold

and Tiedje, 1985). Therefore, I hypothesized that diffusion rates may limit the

homogeneous labeling of soils in isotope dilution experiments. An understanding

of the degree that mass transfer limitations affect isotope dilution results is

mandatory for interpretation. This is particularly true for soils that exhibit different

transport properties for the added label (i.e., different cation or anion exchange

capacity, aggregate sizes, pore size distribution, etc.).

Little is known about the scale at which various N cycle processes occur in

soils. Parkin (1987) and Højberg et al. (1994) have shown that denitrification can

occur in localized areas of soils due to organic "hot spots" that provide both labile

C as an electron donor for denitrification and also as a localized sink for 02.
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Nielsen et al. (1996) have shown that nitrification and denitrification can be

coupled closely despite the need for 02 for nitrification and anaerobiosis for

denitrification.

A limiting factor to the usefulness of '5N methodologies in the study of

microsite heterogeneity is the quantity of sample needed for gas-phase mass

spectrometry techniques (Knowles and Blackburn, 1993). A technique that could

detect N species at very small scales could potentially improve our understanding

of factors that control N cycling. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is such

a technique (Benriinghoven et al., 1987; Vickerman et al., 1989).

SIMS uses an energetic particle to strike a target causing photons, electrons,

neutral atoms and molecules, and positive and negative ions to be ejected into the

gas phase in a process known as sputtering. In SIMS, either positive or negative

ions are collected and analyzed in a mass spectrometer.

The fundamentals of modern SIMS instruments were developed by Herzog

and Viehoeck (1949), but rapid progress in instrument development was driven by

the electronics and space exploration industries. In fact, an early commercially

available instrument was developed under NASA contract for geologic samples

from the moon. The prototype worked so well that several machines were quickly

sold in the electronics industry (Williams, 2000). Today there are many versions of

SIMS and closely related instruments commercially available today. One way to

differentiate SIMS instruments is their mode of operation. Dynamic SIMS

instruments use quadrapole, magnetic sector andlor electrostatic sector mass
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spectrometers. These machines are operated at high primary ion current densities

and thus erode the surface of the sample quickly. Static SIMS instruments work at

a much lower current density. Static SIMS typically operate at a primary ion

current density of< 10.8 A cm2 which corresponds to less than 10% of the surface

material being impacted (Yen, 1993). Thus, static SIMS may be used as a true

surface analysis technique because significant chemical change does not occur in

the sample.

My work has focused on the use of time-of-flight secondary ion mass

spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). In TOF-SIMS, a pulsed primary ion beam bombards a

sample surface. When the primary ion impacts the surface, secondary electrons,

negative and positive ions, and neutral species are sputtered into the gas phase.

The extracted ions are accelerated to equal kinetic energies before traveling through

a long flight tube to a detector. The time from primary ion impact to detection is

proportional to (m!z)"2. Rastering the primary beam allows spatial imaging and

region of interest analysis enables acquisition of mass spectra of specific areas of

the sample. Secondary electrons may be collected to form a secondary electron

image.

The main advantage of TOF-SIMS as compared with dynamic SIMS

techniques is that the entire mass spectrum may be acquired simultaneously. In

dynamic SIMS, the machine must be tuned for a single ion at a time, or at best in

the case of magnetic sector/electrostatic sector machines, a few ions may be

collected at a time depending on the number and placement of the collectors.



SIMS and related techniques have a long history in the geological sciences

(Reed, 1995; Hinton, 1995; and MacRae, 1995), To date, however, few studies

with soils have been carried out. These studies have focused on the detection and

characterization of contaminants in soil (Groenewold et al., 1995; Groenewold et

al., 1996; Ingram et al., 1997). The analysis of biological samples using these

techniques has progressed more slowly. Since early work by Benninghoven et al.

(1976), the use of SIMS to analyze organic and biological specimens has increased

dramatically. Especially relevant to this study is the use of the CN isotopes to

localize C and N uptake in cells (Chandra et al., 2000; Gringon et al., 1992; Hindie

et al., 1992; Levi-Setti and Le Beau, 1992). These studies suggested the possibility

of using C and N isotopes to directly study assimilation of these elements at sub-

mm scales in soil systems.

The objectives of these studies are two-fold: To use diffusion reaction

modeling to estimate the relative error imparted by diffusion limitations on isotope

dilution experiments in soils, and to evaluate the utility of TOF-SIMS in the study

of microbial C and N assimilation and in the study of microsite heterogeneity ofN

reactions in soil systems.
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Chapter 2. EFFECT OF DIFFUSION LIMITATIONS ON 15N
ISOTOPE DILUTION EXPERIMENTS

Abstract

An assumption inherent in isotope dilution methodologies is that of

homogeneous distribution of label. This assumption may not hold, however,

because of mass transfer limitations in most soil systems. The effects of mass

transfer limitations on isotope dilution in soil aggregates was examined using

spherical diffusion-reaction models designed to measure gross production and

consumption of NH4. Equations describing transport and reaction assumed

Fickian diffusion, linear-equilibrium adsorption, zero-order production of natural

abundance '5N, and either pseudo-first-order or zero-order consumption of NH4t

In the case of pseudo-first-order consumption, rate calculations were sensitive to

the adsorption coefficient (emphasizing the need to interpret results as apparent

rates), but not to other transport parameters. In the case of zero-order consumption,

both production and consumption rates were underestimated. Errors increased as

aggregate size increased and as effective diffusivity decreased. Increased

consumption to production ratios increased the error in production rate. Errors

were decreased, however, if the label was allowed to diffuse for 24 hours prior to

time zero sampling. These simulations reemphasize the need to optimize

experimental protocol when performing isotope dilution experiments in structured
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soils. However, our simulations indicate that if the label is allowed to diffuse for

24 hours prior to time zero sampling, error will be modest.

Introduction

The use of isotope dilution methodology to study N cycling has been

available to soil scientists for almost 50 years (Kirkham and Bartholomew; 1954,

1955), however, widespread use of this technology has awaited technical advances

that have reduced cost and increased the precision of '5N analyses. During the last

15 years, these advances have fueled insightful research about N cycling in soils.

These studies have shown that: 1) gross rates of production and consumption of

NH4 and NO3 are often much higher than net rates, 2) production and

consumption are often nearly balanced resulting in rapid turnover of the inorganic

pools, and 3) competing processes such as N}J4 immobilization and nitrification,

or NO3 and NH4 assimilation can occur concurrently in the same soil volume

(Davidson et al., 1990, 1992; Hart et al., 1994a; Chen and Stark, 2000).

Isotope dilution experiments typically involve adding isotopically-labeled

product to a chemical pool and tracking both pool size and isotope ratio of the pool

as a function of time. This approach is preferred over tracer experiments to

estimate reaction rates because it is thought that inflating the product pool may

have less effect on observed rates than inflating the reactant pooi (Hart et al.,

1994b). Although users of the isotope pooi dilution procedure assume that label is

homogeneously distributed throughout the soil, there are differences of opinion



about the importance of this matter. For example, Davidson et al. (1991) showed

that homogeneous distribution of label is not necessary for accurate experimental

results provided that the label is present in areas of microbial activity. Monaghan

(1995), however, combined actual measurements of N isotope distribution in soil

cores with mathematical modeling of isotope dilution experiments to show that

heterogeneous distribution of label could be a significant source of error in these

experiments. Based on an initial l5N114+:14NH4+ ratio and assuming zero-order

consumption, Watson et al. (2000) measured a disproportionately high amount of

applied '5N in the NO3 pool. They indicated that this would lead to erroneously

high gross rate estimates, and attributed this phenomenon to greater availability of

'5NH4 label than the native NH pool to microorganisms.

Under many circumstances, diffusion limits the availability of substrate to

microorganisms in soils (Greenwood, 1961; Myrold and Tiedje, 1985; Priesack,

1991; Focht, 1992), and may prevent homogeneous labeling of soils with '5N.

Although the use of gaseous forms of 15N has been proposed as a strategy to

facilitate label distribution through the soil (Stark and Firestone, 1995; Murphy et

al., 1997; Murphy et al., 1999), these methods are probably most effective in

relatively dry soil. Thus, aqueous labeling is still the dominant method reported in

most studies. Because of the uncertainties associated with diffusional constraints

on label distribution and calculation of gross rates of N transformations, our

objective was to apply a mechanistic approach and explore the relative importance
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of diffusional constraints on aqueous '5N labeling of soil aggregates and its impact

on gross rate estimates of N transformations.

Methods

The models presented here are meant to represent a bench-scale experiment

in which aggregated soil is spread out and misted with solution containing '5N. For

simplicity, I will consider the special case of adding highly labeled '5NH to

measure gross rates of organic N mineralization and NH consumption. I consider

two extreme cases where N consumption may be described by zero-order kinetics

or by pseudo-first-order (hereafter referred to as first-order) kinetics. In both cases

NH4 production is assumed to be zero-order. For first-order consumption of

equations that describe the rate of change of 15N label and NEL1 pool size and

assume homogeneous distribution of label are

d1A
dt

[1]

and

[2]

These equations differ from those of Kirkham and Bartholemew (1955) because

they consider mixed first-order and zero-order kinetics and set the isotope signature

of mineralizing N at a fixed value. For zero-order consumption, these equations

become
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d15A 15A

dt
=kCA 14A+15A+pA [3]

and

dM
j=kCA+/cPA. [4]

These equations differ from those of Kirkham and Bartholemew (1954) only in that

they allow mineralizing N to have a fixed atom% 15N greater than zero.

Nomenclature for these equations, as well as those presented subsequently, is

provided below. In this analysis, I will assume that highly labeled 15N}J4 is

applied uniformly to the outside of a spherical aggregate (Figure 2.1). Once

applied, the 15NH4 undergoes radial diffusion, consumption and isotope dilution by

mineralizing from organic N. The ammonium diffusion rate is modified by

the effects of adsorption, production and consumption, and volumetric water

content.

Assumptions

Assumptions inherent in isotope dilution experiments have been discussed

previously (Davidson et al., 1991; Nason and Myrold, 1991; Hart et al., 1994b;

Schimel, 1996; Watson et al., 2000). Additional assumptions related to the

mathematical simplification of the diffusion reaction phenomenon are:
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Figure 2.1 Graphical depiction of a composite spherical soil aggregate which has
been labeled with '5N4 The total aggregate radius (r) is represented by b, at
the moment of labeling the unlabeled portion of the aggregate exists at 0 r a,
and the labeled portion of the aggregate exists at a <r < b.



1 5NH added

Figure 2.1

Ambient N1I4

13
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1. Inner and outer regions of the concentric spheres are identical except for

initial solute concentration. The outer spherical shell is used to represent

high label concentration at initial time.

2. Natural abundance NH4 is initially distributed homogeneously throughout

the aggregate and exists in equilibrium between adsorbed and aqueous

phases.

3. All soil physical parameters are homogeneous throughout the aggregate.

4. Label is instantly and homogeneously applied to the outer spherical shell. It

is initially in equilibrium between adsorbed and aqueous phases.

5. Mass transfer of label occurs along the radial coordinate by Fickian

diffusion.

6. Adsorption is linear, instantaneous, and reversible.

7. 'N}I and 15NH4 are assumed to be homogeneously distributed at any

given radius r.

8. INTrI4 production is zero-order and recycle of label (i.e., remineralization) is

negligible under the time frame considered.

9. The effects of isotope fractionation on transport and reaction are negligible.

10. Microbial activity potential is homogeneously distributed throughout the

aggregate.

11. Two cases are considered: in Case 1, consumption follows first-order

kinetics; in Case 2, consumption follows zero-order kinetics.
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Under these circumstances, the equations describing isotope transport as a

function of time and aggregate radius take the form for first-order consumption of

NH of:

( 215 2a15A
(O+pKd)=9DWf 2A+_l_OkcA15A+akpA [5]

0r rarJ
214 2a14A

(9+pKd)=oDWfP 2A+_I_8kCA14A+flkpA [6]rarj
and for zero-order consumption of NT{4 of:

1 215
2 a15A' 15A(O+pKd)=6DWf a A+__kCA

14 15 pA [7]rarJ A+A

(O+PKd)aA ____ 2 a14A' '4A

[ 8r2 r8r)=8Df 14 15
+flk. [8]

Volumetric water content (G) modifies the first-order rate constant in equations [5]

and [6] because the reaction occurs in the solution phase. The other reaction rate

constants are defined in terms of soil volume. Initial and boundary conditions as

well as solutions for these equations are presented in Appendix A. Base model

parameters used in simulations are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Base parameters used in model simulations.

Parameter Value
9 0.278 cm3 cm3

D 1.9x105cm2s1

p 1.45 gcm3

f 0.14

b 0.35625 cm

a (first-order) 0.35097 cm

a (zero-order) 0.3 5272 cm

Kd 13 cm3 g'
k (first-order) 0.1 d'

k (zero-order) 1.0 tg cm3 d'
1.0 jig cm3 d1

l5N* 113.5 tgcm3
out

l5N* 1.83 x 102 jig cm3

l4N* 4.99 tgcm3
out

4.99 jig cm3

ambient atom% 15N 0.3663

label atom% '5N 99.9
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Solution Procedures

Case 1: first-order consumption

In the case of first-order consumption, appropriate substitutions were made

and the resulting equations were solved in the Laplace domain (Appendix A).

Laplace domain solutions were numerically inverted into the time domain using the

algorithm of de Hoog et al. (1982). Masses of 14N}J4 and '5NH4 were integrated

numerically using 5000 spatial discretizations. This procedure always produced a

theoretical mass error of less than ± 0.3% when results were compared with

analytical solutions that assume homogeneous distribution of label. Sensitivity

analysis showed that this caused a maximum of -2.2% error in kA and a maximum

error of -1.1% in kA for cases where kA = 0.1 d1 and kA = 1 tg cm3 d1

(Appendix D).

Case 2: zero-order consumption

In the case of zero-order consumption, solutions for '4NH4 and 151s..fEJ4+

concentrations were arrived at by the Crank-Nicolson method of finite-difference

approximation (Crank, 1975). A value of 8r was chosen to provide a realistic value

for mass at the appropriate concentration of label added (Table 2.1). Thus Sr was

always b/i 01 regardless of aggregate radius. Values of St were chosen so that
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2

0.0036. Sensitivity analysis showed that this value resulted in an
R(6r)

integrated mass error of less than ± 0.7% between finite-difference approximations

and special cases in which no reaction occurred or where kA = 0 tg cm3 d' and kA

= 1 .ig cm3 d' (Appendix D). Under these conditions, this mass error produced an

error in kA of +1.5% and an error in kA of +2.1 x i0 ig cm3 d1.

Error Estimates

Error estimates due to heterogeneous distribution of label were produced for

both production and consumption constants for models assuming both first-order

and zero-order consumption. The appropriate diffusion reaction equations were

solved for '4NN4 and 15NH4 at appropriate times and radii. At appropriate times,

masses of inorganic 14m4 and 15N-H4 (both adsorbed and aqueous phases) were

integrated over the entire volume of the aggregate. This had the effect of

simulating extraction of NH4 at t0 and t = final time points in an isotope dilution

experiment. Two hypothetical, 24-hr experimental procedures were simulated.

Most simulations mimicked the effect of allowing label to diffuse for 24 hr before

the t = 0 extraction so that masses of '4NH4 and '5NH4 were integrated at t = 24

and t =48 hr. Some experiments were also simulated from t 1 hr to t 25 hr.

After '5NH4 and total NI{4 masses were ascertained at appropriate times, these

values were substituted into the solutions to the appropriate equations assuming
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homogeneous labeling (Appendix A). The resulting rate constants were back

calculated and were compared with the diffusion-reaction simulation input values.

Results and Discussion

In this analysis, I purposely made the model input parameters and

assumptions either as realistic as possible, or, so that enors would be

overestimated. Although the assumption of a perfectly spherical aggregate is

unrealistic, it is not necessarily a prerequisite to valid approximations using

diffusion models. For example, Rao et al. (1982) showed that solute diffusion out

of cube shaped aggregates could be approximated by a spherical diffusion model.

In our laboratory experiments, we often wet up soils for a week prior to

labeling. At this time, we typically label with enough solution to increase water

content from about 50% to 60% water-holding capacity. Pre-wetting is often

desirable because rapid increase of soil moisture may cause substantial increase in

gross mineralization rates (Seneviratne and Wild, 1985; Cabrera and Kissel, 1988).

The exclusive use of diffusion as the primary mechanism of mass transfer limits the

models employed here. For example, adding aqueous label to unsaturated soils will

invariably cause a gradient in water potential and advective transport along the

water potential gradient will increase label movement into the aggregate. Thus, the

use of diffusion as the sole transport mechanism in this model will produce an

overestimate of error.
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Although I have tried to use realistic parameters for factors that modify

diffusion rate in soils, effective diffusion coefficients forNH4 or NO3 at small

scale in undisturbed aggregates have not been measured. In lieu of using

empirically obtained effective diffusion coefficients, I have chosen to modify the

effective diffusion coefficient by considering the effects of impedance and linear

adsorption. I have used an impedance factor that is consistent with values found in

the literature (Nye and Tinker, 1977; Olesen et al., 1996). Using concentration

ranges similar to those of an isotope dilution experiment, I have measured linear

NH4 adsorption coefficient (Kd) values of 5 cm3 g' for a Pachic Ultic Argixeroll

(33% sand, 51% silt, and 16% clay) and 13 cm3 g1 for a Andic Haplumbrept (54%

sand, 19% silt, and 27% clay). The impact of varyingKd values on concentration

profiles of a 0.356-cm radius aggregate is presented in Figure 2.2 IncreasingKd

has the effect of slowing down diffusion and even relatively small values for Kd

preclude homogeneous distribution of label after 48 hours. Assuming that

diffusion is the primary mechanism of transport, label is not expected to be

homogeneously distributed in large aggregates within 48 hours.

Case 1: first-order consumption

The inclusion of adsorption as a modifier of effective diffusivity allows

exploration of the effects of adsorption on reaction rates. This is illustrated for the

case of first-order consumption in Table 2.2. IfkA is not adjusted for adsorption,

the consumption rate is progressively underestimated as Kd increases. This is due
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Figure 2.2. Effect of adsorption without reaction on concentration profiles of
15NH4 48 hours after labeling an aggregate with a 0.356 cm radius. Numbers
on graph represent Kd values.
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to the concentration dependent nature of first-order consumption on reaction rate.

Because adsorption slows the diffusion rate and thus modifies the concentration

profile of substrate within an aggregate, the consumption rate must also be

modified as a function of radius within the aggregate profile. First-order

consumption is only a function of substrate concentration and time however; thus,

the net overall mass that is consumed is independent of diffusion. Table 2.2 also

shows the error in kA under first-order conditions in which kA is adjusted for

adsorption and volumetric water content of the soil. In this case, the error is limited

to the numerical error associated with varying integration accuracies. These results

emphasize that consumption rate estimates derived from isotope dilution

experiments are apparent rate estimates.

If these processes are analyzed assuming zero-order rather than first-order

consumption, the potential for error also exists. To explore this relationship, the

first-order consumption transport model was used in simulations with a first-order

rate coefficient chosen to equal an arbitrary zero-order rate constant time-averaged

over the first 24-hr of reaction. For example, for a simulation starting with 9.97

N cni3, a kA of 0.1003 d1 and a kA of 1 pg cm3 d' were chosen so that 1 tg

NH4tN was produced and consumed in the first 24 hr of the simulation. Table 2.3

shows a comparison of the errors created in rate estimates when consumption was

assumed to proceed either via first-order or zero-order kinetics. As can be seen,

there is some potential for error to arise because the estimated zero-order rate

constant changes with time. These errors are not an artifact of numerical



Table 2.2. Comparison of errors associated with retardation of label transport into a 0.356-cm-radius aggregate under
conditions of first-order consumption. Errors are calculated for model simulations in which 1c is not adjusted for retardation,
or adjusted for retardation by multiplying by (OR). Model parameters not listed are reported in Table 2.1.

k not adjusted
k error % Ic,, error %

Kd 1-25 hr 24-48 hr 1-25 hr 24-48 hr

k adjusted for retardation factor
k error % k,, error %

1-25 hr 24-48 hr 1-25 hr 24-48 hr
0 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0
2.5 -75.7 -74.5 -0.4 -0.1 -0.8 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1
5 -88.3 -86.9 -0.5 -0.1 -0.9 -0.2 -0.5 -0.1

13 -96.7 -94.9 -0.7 -0.1 -1.3 -0.1 -0.6 -0.1
25 -99.6 -97.4 -0.9 -0.1 -1.7 -0.1 -0.9 -0.1
50 -101.5 -98.8 -1.2 -0.1 -2.2 -0.2 -1.1 -0.1



Table 2.3. Comparison of errors associated with reaction order assumption in a 0.356-cm-radius aggregate. Errors are
calculated for model simulations in which Ic is assumed to be first-order, or assumed to be zero-order during data analysis.
First-order rates were chosen such that total consumption equaled that caused by time-averaged zero-order consumption
over the same time period. Kd = 0 cm3 g1, first order rate constant (kt) is reported as (d'), zero order (k) as
(tg N cm3 d1), and k as (jig N cm3 d1). Kd is adjusted for 0, other model input parameters are reported in Table 2.1.

Analyzed assuming first-order k Analyzed assuming zero-order k
k error% k error % k error % k error%

k 0-24 hr 24-48 hr 0-24 hr 24-48 hr 0-24 hr 24-48 hr 0-24 hr 24-48 hr
0.100 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.336 3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -18.9 0.6 0.6
0.091 1 3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 17.1 -0.1 -0.1

t'J
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imprecision inherent in the transport simulation as nearly identical errors were

produced if corresponding models were used assuming no transport (data not

shown). Rather, they are an artifact of comparing time integrated values of NEL

production and consumption of non-linear first-order consumption and linear zero-

order consumption. Under the conditions explored here, the magnitude of error is

small. If estimates are extrapolated beyond the time period in which the time-

averaged zero-order rate constant is estimated, the errors in kA have the potential to

become larger (Table 2.3). Nason and Myrold (1991) calculated errors in rate

estimates of simulated first-order production and consumption processes using the

equations of Kirkham and Bartholemew (1955) that assume either zero-order

production and consumption or first-order production and consumption. They

produced rate estimates of modeled data using equations based on either set of

kinetic assumptions and found errors of similar magnitude. Our simulations predict

that errors associated with true first-order consumption processes are minor even

when analyzing the data as a zero-order process. Nevertheless, it is probably best

to use the appropriate kinetic model when making rate estimates.

Case 2: zero-order consumption

We specifically explored the impact of four hypothetical soil biological and

physical parameters on the relative error associated with isotope dilution

calculations caused by diffusion limitations on zero-order production and
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consumption ofNH4 (Kd, aggregate size, pre-incubation time of label before t = 0

extraction, and kCA:/cPA ratio).

adsorption coefficient Figure 2.3A illustrates the effect ofKd on the error

associated with kA and kA during an experiment lasting from t =24 to 48 hr in a

0.356 cm radius aggregate. As Kd increases, effective diffusion rate decreases, and

the relative errors in both kA and kA increase. Because the highest adsorption

coefficient I measured in our soils was 13 cm3 g', our model predicts that in these

soils, error due to diffusion limitation should be minimal under conditions of zero-

order consumption. In all cases except where Kd = 0 cm3 g1, the relative error due

to diffusion limitation is negative. Because simulations show both '4'fFJ4 and

154+ to be homogeneously distributed throughout the aggregate at t = 24 hours

when Kd = 0, the small positive error in the estimate ofkA must be due to

numerical error associated with taking 1.08xi07 time steps necessary to keep

D öt
<0.0036.

R(r)2

aggregate size Figure 2.3B shows the effect of aggregate size on relative error in

isotope dilution experiments lasting from t = 24 to 48 hr. As shown, only

simulations using the 0.356-cm radius aggregates had appreciable error. Thus, in

soils with a large percentage of aggregates in large size classes, the error due to

diffusion constraints could be significant. However, the Pachic Ultic Argixeroll

and the Andic Haplumbrept mentioned earlier both have less than 15% of

aggregates with greater than 0.356-cm-radius, however. Thus, assuming label is



Figure 2.3. Simulated effects of Kd(A), aggregate radius (B), initial incubation
time (C), and k:k ratio (D) on zero-order consumption and production errors
using isotope dilution experiments. Unless otherwise noted, experiments were
simulated from t = 24 to t = 48 hours after labeling and base model parameters
are identical to those listed in Table 2.1.
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carefully distributed over the surface of the soil at the beginning of the isotope

dilution experiment, our model predicts that overall error due to diffusion

limitations would be minimal in these soils. Soils with greater a greater proportion

of large aggregates may exhibit larger errors.

pre-incubation of label It is con-n-non practice to take a t = 0 sample relatively

soon after labeling. Figure 2.3C illustrates the effect of pre-incubation on the

relative error ofkA and kA caused by diffusion limitations. These results suggest

that incubation prior to taking t = 0 samples may greatly improve reliability of rate

estimates, however, pre-incubation protocols must be balanced with the need to

keep the target pooi labeled highly enough for statistically different results from

background as well as the need to minimize recycling of label through the organic

pool.

kA:kA ratio Figure 2.3D illustrates the effect of the ratio of rates of

consumption and production on the relative error of kA and kA due to diffusion

constraints in an experiment lasting from 24 to 48 hr. An increase in the ratio of

kA :kPA greatly increases the error associated with N}L1 production. This is caused

by consumption of154+ lowering the atom % '5N of the pool, and because

kA is constant, causing a net decrease in the overall pool size.

Although from the standpoint of mathematics, adsorption has no effect on

overall consumption rate, in the case of zero-order kinetics, it has an indirect effect

15 +14 + .of limiting diffusion and thus altenng the NH4 NH4 ratio as a function of
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aggregate radius. Figure 2.4 compares simulated concentration profiles of 14114+

and 15NH4 in a 0.356-cm-radius aggregate with and without reaction. As can be

seen, the consumption and production ratios of '4N-H4 and 15N-4 are not

homogeneous throughout the aggregate. This is a consequence of the concentration

terms which modify kA to adjust for ratio of 154+. 14NH4 in equations [7] and

[8] i.e., kA and kA Thus, a species is consumed at a rate
14A+15A 14A+15A

proportional to its concentration compared with the total pool at a given radius in

the soil. Therefore, until homogeneity of label occurs, 14N}T4 is protected from

consumption by excess near the outside of the aggregate, and the opposite is

true near the inside of the aggregate. This effect is further exacerbated by the fact

that '4N4 is produced from organic N at a rate nearly 300 times greater than

15NH This combination leads to an overestimation of both kA and kA near the

aggregate surface, and an underestimate of both rate constants toward the center of

the aggregate (Figure 2.5). Integrated over time and space, this leads to an overall

underestimate for both kA and kA. These results qualitatively agree with those of

Monaghan (1995), who used heterogeneously labeled soil cores in conjunction with

mathematical modeling to explore errors in kA estimates. Monaghan (1995) found

that errors associated with this type of label heterogeneity were invariably negative.

Recent evidence contradicts the findings of this study and that of Monaghan

(1995). Watson et al. (2000) tested the assumption of zero-order production and

consumption ofNH4 by taking five rate measurements using isotope dilution
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles of144+ and '5NH4

in a 0.356 cm aggregate 24 h after labeling with 99 atom% 15N}J4

Kd = 13 cm3 g', k = 1 ig N cm3 soil c11.
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Figure 2.5. Simulated reaction rate profiles in a 0.356 cm aggregate 48 hours after
labeling with 99.9 atom% 15N4 Reaction rate profiles were calculated from
the time period of 24 to 48 hours at each spatial node in the zero-order
consumption, finite-difference model. Dashed line represents simulation input
reactionrateofk=k= I gNcm3 d',Kd 13cm3 g1.
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within a 24-hr period. In four different soils, they showed that a disproportionately

high percentage of 15Nf{4 label appeared in the NO3 pool than would be expected

from zero-order consumption of the 154+ and l4-rt4+ pools alone. They

attributed this phenomenon to greater availability of the '5NH4 label than of the

native NH to microorganisms and suggested that diffusion limitations may be

responsible. They interpreted these data to mean that gross mineralization rates

would be overestimated due to greater decline in the '5I'ffT4 enrichment than

should occur under conditions of homogeneous distribution of label. In contrast to

the findings of Watson et al., our diffusion-limited, zero-order consumption model

consistently predicted under-consumption of 15NH4 compared with what might be

expected from average soil 15NH4: 14N44 ratios alone. One disadvantage of our

model is that it assumes homogeneous distribution of microbial activity within a

soil aggregate, however. It is possible that a combination of high consumption of

near the outside of an aggregate (perhaps due to nitrification or N}14

assimilation) combined with relatively high consumption of 14NO3 at microsites

near the inside of the aggregate (perhaps due to denitrification orNO3 assimilation)

could have caused the observed pooi size changes. Davidson et al., (1991) showed

through modeling that it is possible to achieve positive errors in rate estimates if

native N}14 '5NH4 label, and kA or kA are not homogeneously distributed

throughout the soil volume being interrogated.

Two other hypotheses exist, however, that could lead to the observed

discrepancy in the atom% '5N of the NO3 pool: 1) Regardless of whether zero-
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order or first-order consumption of NO3 applies, '4NO3 may be preferentially

consumed if it is present at higher concentration than '5NO3; and 2) '5NH4 may

be nitrified at a greater rate than '4NH4 because first-order kinetics may apply. I

explored these possibilities by modeling two of the data sets presented by Watson

et al. (2000) using equations describing either zero-order production and

consumption of NIH4 and NO3, or first-order consumption ofNR4 and zero-order

consumption of NO3. These equations and solutions are presented in Appendix B.

I used the models described by equations [49]-[52] and [53]-[56] (Appendix B) and

varied the four rate constants systematically until the t = 24 simulation results for

'5NB4 14NH4 15NO3, and '4NO3 pooi sizes fit those reported in Table 2 of

Watson et al., (2000). Combinations of rate constants (Table 2.4) were chosen by

minimizing the sum of the squared errors between the pool data for the four

t = 24 h pooi data of Watson et al. and those of the model simulations. Table 2.5

compares the t 0 and t = 24 h pool data of Watson et al. with that obtained from

the model simulations. As can be seen, the data of Watson et al. can be predicted

remarkably well using either model, and neither of them makes the assumption of

heterogeneous consumption of label. Thus, the excess '5N label observed in the

NO3 pool for these two soils may be due to preferential consumption of the label,

as suggested by Watson et al., or, as suggested here, by the use of an inappropriate

mathematical model. Further inquiry into this phenomenon is needed to understand

the limitations of the popular models used to acquire rate estimates.



Table 2.4. Best-fit reaction constants for the CENTT and Grange 300 isotope pooi
dilution pooi data of Watson et al. (2000). Constants are reported as tg g1 hf'
except for first order consumption constant which is reported as hf1.

zero-order }J4 consumption 77kA

CENTT 0.74 1.14 0.77 0.35
Grange 300 0.29 0.59 0.28 0.21

first-order NH4 consumption kcAt 77kA kA

CENIT 0.70 0.06 0.77 0.36
Grange 300 0.28 0.03 0.28 0.22



Table 2.5. Comparison of 24-hr soil pool data reported by Watson et al. (2000) with modeled data. Data labeled first-order
consumption was modeled using equations [53]-[56]. Data labeled zero-order consumption was labeled using equations
[49]-{52].

Soil

CENIT Grange300
species Watson et al. first-order zero-order Watson et al. first-order zero-order

data consumption consumption data consumption consumption15+ 3.46 3.44 3.46 6.23 6.22 6.23
14W1 10.44 10.44 10.44 8.29 8.29 8.30
15NO3 6.92 6.92 6.92 3.09 3.09 3.08

26.95 26.94 26.94 16.70 16.69 16.70



Conclusions

I have demonstrated that mass transfer limitations have the potential to cause error

in isotope dilution experiments in soils. Under the conditions of zero-order

consumption, this error was always negative and increased as effective diffusion

coefficient decreased and as aggregate size increased. Error in production rate

estimates were generally less than that of consumption rate estimates except where

the kA:kA ratio was high. Error could be reduced by allowing the label to

equilibrate for 24 hr before taking a t = 0 sample. In the case of true pseudo-first-

order consumption, mass transfer limitations do not affect rates; however, rates

may be misinterpreted if first-order consumptive processes are analyzed assuming

zero-order kinetics. Our simulations suggest that the error associated with this

assumption will often be relatively small.
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Nomenclature

Where subscripts
out and

in
replacing in the following variables indicate

concentrations of outer and inner regions of a concentric sphere respectively. Lack

of subscript indicates homogeneous concentration.

14AX = concentration of '4NH4 in solution (tg N cm3)

15AX = concentration of154+ in solution (tg N cm3)

a = radius of inner region of sphere (cm)

b = radius of outer region of sphere (cm)

D = diffusion coefficient of the solute in water (cm2 1)

D = pore diffusivity (cm2 s'), given by

D =Df

f = impedance factor (cm cm')

i = spatial node for finite-difference approximation

j = temporal node for finite-difference approximation

Kd = linear adsorption coefficient (cm3 g1)

= NIH consumption constant (s') for first-order consumption,

(tg N cm3 soil 1) for zero-order consumption

kCN = zero-order NO3 consumption constant (tg N cm3 soil s1)

kpA = zero-orderNH4 production rate (tg N cm3 soil s1)

[9]
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M = total NTr14 given by

M=14A+15A [10]

n = total number of spatial nodes used in finite-difference approximation

'4N = concentration of '4NO3 in solution (tg N cm3)

15NX = concentration of '5NO3 in solution (pjg N cm3)

r radial distance from the center of the sphere (cm)

R = retardation factor, given by

R=l+PKd
[11]

9

s = Laplace parameter (sd)

t = time (s)

+ 15 +a = proportion of NH4 produced that is NIH4 (assumed to be .003 663)

/3 = proportion of NH4 produced that is 14NH41 (assumed to be .996337)

11 = proportion of NIH4 consumed that is nitrified

9 = volumetric water content (cm3 cm3)

p = bulk density (g cm3)
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Chapter 3. EXPLORATION OF C AND N ASSIMILATION AT
MICROBIALLY MEANINGFUL SCALES IN SOILS USING TIME-OF-

FLIGHT SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY

Abstract

The need for large sample sizes has limited the scale at which traditional

gas phase isotope ratio mass spectrometry analyses can be performed. I explored

the use of time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) to detect C

and N assimilation by bacterial and N assimilation in fungal biomass. TOF-SIIMS

was capable of detecting C and N assimilation by individual bacteria and N

assimilation by individual fungal hyphae. I extended this research to explore

factors affecting differential NH4 and NO3 assimilation by soil microbes. Model

systems were created with kaolin clay (labeled with 15NO3), straw, and manure.

The spatial relationship of N assimilation by fungal hyphae was preserved on Si

contact slides. Analysis of the slides showed nearly a 100% change in 15N content

of hyphae that were associated with manure related to those associated with straw

(presumably due to a higher 14NH4: '5NO3 ratio near the manure). This dramatic

change in N assimilation occurred over the relatively short distance of 40 to 200

jim. Although further experimentation is required to fully understand the

mechanisms controlling NH4 and NO3 availability at this scale, these results

illustrate the powerful potential of TOF-SIIVIS to explore microsite heterogeneity in

soil systems.



Introduction

During the past 15 years, advances in cost and function of isotope ratio

mass spectrometry have fueled insightful research into N and C cycling in soils.

For instance, studies have shown that high rates of both NH4 and NO3

assimilation can coexist in the same soil volume (Chen and Stark, 2000; Davidson

et al., 1990; Schimel and Firestone, 1989). This occurs despite the fact that NO3

assimilation is repressed by the presence ofNH4 (Betlach et al., 1981; Rice and

Tiedje, 1989; Van't Riet et al., 1968) and therefore it has been hypothesized to

occur due to the presence of micro site heterogeneity in the soils (Chen and Stark,

2000; Davidson et al., 1990; Schimel and Firestone, 1989). Unfortunately, the

requirement of the relatively large sample size necessary to perform standard

isotope ratio mass spectrometry has prevented the direct study of microsite

heterogeneity in soil. Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-

SIMS; Benninghoven et al., 1987; Vickerman et al., 1989) has the potential to

allow soil microbiologists to study soil heterogeneity at sub-mm scales.

In TOF-SIMS, a pulsed primary ion beam bombards a sample surface.

When the primary ion impacts the surface, secondary electrons, negative and

positive ions, and neutral species are sputtered into the gas phase. The extracted

ions are accelerated to equal kinetic energies before traveling through a long flight

tube to a detector. Thus, the time from primary ion impact to detection is

proportional to (nilz)"2. Rastering the primary beam allows spatial imaging and

region of interest analysis enables acquisition of mass spectra of specific areas of
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the sample. Secondary electrons may be collected to form a secondary electron

image. Our work has focused on the development of TOF-SIMS to study C and N

assimilation at the microbial scale, and to explore the factors that control N

assimilation at sub-mm scale in soils. I report the preliminary results of this work

here.

Materials and Methods

bacteria Pseudomonasfluorecens strain HK44 (King et al., 1990) and

Nitrosomonas europaea strain (ATCC 19178) were used in these studies. HK44

was grown in glucose (11 mM) in an adaptation of Hoagland's N-free medium, pH

7 (Hoagland and Anion; 1950). N sources (6.6 mIvI-N) were added as (NH4)2504 or

KNO3. Either natural abundance, or 99 atom % 15N was used. The medium was

filter sterilized using 0.22 jm polycarbonate filters prior to use. HK44 was grown

on an orbital shaker at 150 rpm at 27 C in the dark for 72 h.

Nitrosomonas europaea was grown in a mineral salts medium containing

isotopically-defined C and N sources. C was supplied in the headspace as either

natural abundance CO2 derived from acidifying NaHCO3 (described below) or as

'3CO2 produced from 98 atom% NaH'3CO3. NH4 (50 mI\4-N) was added as

natural abundance (NH4)2504, or as 99 atom % (15NH4)2 SO4 or '5NH4C1. The

aqueous portion of the media consisted of two parts, autoclaved separately. Part 1

consisted of isotopically-defined, 50 mM NH4 3.0 mM KH2PO4, 1.1 mM MgSO4,

15 tM FeSO4.7H2O chelated in 25 M Na2EDTA (pH 7.0), and 1.0 jiM CuSO4.



Part 2 consisted of 0.41 M K2HPO4 and 31 mIVI NaH2PO4 (adjusted to pH 8.0).

These solutions were autoclaved separately and 30 ml of solution 2 was added to

270 ml of solution 1 in a 1 L Ehrlenmyer flask with a special reservoir cap. The

reservoir cap consisted of a bored butyl stopper with an anaerobic culture tube

(Bellco Glass, Inc., Vineland, NJ) in which a 1/8 inch hole was drilled in the side to

allow gas exchange with the culture headspace. The reservoir contained 1.0 mmole

of isotopically-defined NaHCO3. This medium was cooled under N2, 350 ml of N2

was replaced with 02 and 2 ml of 1 N HC1 was added to the NaHCO3 in the

reservoir to produced natural abundance CO2 or 98 atom% '3CO2.

Nitrosomonas. europaea was grown on an orbital shaker at 150 rpm at

27 °C in the dark until the cultures reached an 0D660 of> 0.1. Cells were harvested

by centrifugation, washed three times in 20 ml 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7, and

five times in distilled deionized H20.

visualization of bacteria Some bacterial cells were fixed for 30 minutes in 1%

(w/v) KMnO4 at 4 °C. These cells were washed as above and stained with DAPI as

described below. Some bacterial cells were fixed with formalin (2% wt/vol final

concentration) and stained with DAPI as described by Bottomley (1994). Stained

cells were washed three additional times in distilled deionized H20 before analysis.

model soil systems A simple model was used to examine the assimilation of

t'fH4 and NO3 by fungi associated with mineral surfaces. I suspended 0.25 g of
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well-crystallized kaolin clay (Van Olphen and Fripiat, 1979) in H20 and filtered it

onto a glass fiber filter so that a cylinder of clay was produced (Figure 3.1). The

clay was labeled with 0.25 ml of 1 mM '5NO3 using a pipette, organic substrate

was placed on the clay, and was covered with a Si contact slide. The assembly was

placed in a glass container, covered loosely with aluminum foil to limit

evaporation, and incubated for 5 d.

TOF-SIMS TOF-SIIvIS was performed using a Physical Electronics

International TRIFT-il instrument (Physical Electronics International, Eden Prairie,

MN). Analysis conditions with this instrument can be optimized for mass

resolution (rn/Am) of greater than 9000, or spatial resolution of less than 200 nm.

The ion beam may be used in continuous DC mode to erode the surface of the

target of interest in a process known as sputtering. For high mass resolution

analysis, a 15 keV, 600 pA Ga beam with a 10 ns temporal pulse width was used.

Bacteria were smeared onto Si slides cut from 10 cm Si wafers (United States

Semiconductor, Lee's Summit, MO) and allowed to dry. The samples were

sputtered at a dose of 3.6 pA J.im2 and 100 pm x 100 tm areas were analyzed. For

high spatial resolution analysis, a 25 keV, 60 pA Ga beam with a 30 ns pulse

width was used. Ten pJ of H20 containing about iO4 cells was pipetted onto Si

chips and allowed to dry. The secondary electron detector was used with the ion

gun in continuous DC mode to locate specific bacteria and fungal hyphae, thus

sputter doses were not constant for all images. In general, samples used to produce



Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of a model soil system used to study NR4
and NO3 assimilation in fungal hyphae. Pieces of straw and manure were
placed on kaolin with 1mM '5NO3 added, covered with a Si contact slide, and
incubated for 5 d.
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ion images of individual bacteria were sputtered at a dose of about 4 pA tm2.

Region of interest analyses were performed in high spatial resolution mode. In

order to estimate atom% '5N in the hyphae, the secondary electron detector was

used initially to locate the specimen which was then sputtered at a dose of 2.4

pA im2. Ion images were collected, and a region of interest containing a hypha

was defined (Figure 3.2 shows an example of a region of interest for a group of

fungal hyphae). Regions of interest were then analyzed until the sum of the mass

26 and mass 27 peaks was 2500 ion counts. This process generally took less than

5 mm per analysis. Atom% 15N in the fungal hyphae was estimated using the

equation

27CN

26CN+27CN
[1]

where '5N% represents the '5N atom%, and 26CN and 27CN represent the total ion

counts at mass 26, and mass 27 respectively. Here, 27CN has been adjusted for the

presence of 1.1% natural abundance 13C in using the equation

0.01126CN

Results

[2]

Figure 3.3 compares partial TOF-SIMS mass spectra ofF. fluorescens cells grown

with either natural abundance NH or '5NH as the sole N source. TOF-SIMS
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Figure 3.2. Example of a 26CN ion image of fungal hyphae (A) and the region of
interest (B) from which a mass spectrum was taken. Spatial resolution of the
ion image in this mode was about 200 nm. Bar represents 10 j.tm.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of partial negative TOF-SIMS spectra of bulk
P. fluorescens cells grown with natural abundance (A), or 99 atom% 15NH4 (B)
as the sole N source.
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was successful in detecting N in bacterial smears as evidenced by the large 26CN

peak revealed in the sample of bacteria grown in natural abundance Wfl4 and large

mass 27CN peak in the sample grown with 15I4}J4 Similarly, TOF-SIMS was able

to detect NH4 assimilation in the Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilus and in

the basidiomycete, Pleurotis ostreatus, and NO3 assimilation in P. fluorescens

grown with labeled '5NO3 as the sole N source (data not shown).

TOF-SIMS detected both C and N assimilation in the Gram-negative

autotroph N. europaea as illustrated by the shift in the primary Cif isotope peaks in

samples labeled with different C and N isotopes (Figure 3.4). Theoretically, the

TRIFT-il can obtain mass resolution of greater than 9000, however, because of

charging effects, sample roughness, and machine malfunction, I was unable to

reliably differentiate between 13C14N and 12C'5N.

single-cell detection TOF-SIMS was able to detect N assimilation in single cells

of P.fiuorescens as verified by the overlap of 26CN and 27CN ion images with

DAPI epifluorescence images of cells grown in 99 atom% '5NH (Figure 3.5).

Similar images of cells grown with natural abundance NH showed very few mass

27 counts (data not shown). Figure 3.6 shows a similar comparison of 26CN, 27CN

and 28CN ion images with DAPI epifluorescence images of N. europaea cells

grown with 98 atom% 13CO2 as the sole C source and 99 atom% 15Nf as the sole

N and energy source. In this case all three ion images overlapped with the

epifluorescence images.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of partial negative TOF-SIMS spectra of bulk N. europaea

cells grown with 2CO2 and 4NH4 (A), '3CO2 and '4NH4 (B), '2CO2 and
15NB4 (C), or '3CO2 and 15NH4 (D) as the sole C andN sources.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of DAPI stained epifluorescence image (A) and overlay
(B) of mass 26 (red), mass 27 (green), and mass 28 (blue) ion images of
P. fluorescens cells grown with natural abundance C and 99 atom% '5NfJ4

Cells were fixed in KMnO4. Bar represents 1 tm.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of epifluorescence microscopy image of DAPI stained
N. europaea cells (A) with negative ion images of the same sample (B-D).
N. europaea cells were grown with 13CO2 and '5N}i4 as the sole C and N
sources. Ion images are (B) mass 26, (C) mass 27, and (D) mass 28. Bars
represent 10 .tm.
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model systems We used region of interest analysis to evaluate the possibility of

using TOF-SIMS to explore the factors affecting N assimilation by fungal hyphae

in model soil systems. Figure 3 .7A shows a secondary electron image of a Si

contact slide that had been in contact with a straw manure-interface associated with

kaolin clay labeled with 1mM '5NO3. Electron poor, 55 tm x 55 pm, sputtered

areas are clearly visible. Figure 3 .7B shows a corresponding light micrograph in

which the approximate atom% '5N content of the hyphal wall was estimated from

region of interest analysis of the hyphae. In this instance, the straw was overlain by

the manure and relative atom% '5N of the hyphae changes by about 20 atom% to

about 10 atom% in a distance of 40 tm. Figure 3.8 shows another microsite

interface on the same contact slide. Near the top of Figure 3.8, we see two separate

hyphae, one labeled at about 25 atom% '5N and one less than 50 im away labeled

at 12 atom% '5N. Within a linear distance of 300 tni from these hyphae, a single

hypha changes from 20 atom% '5N to 10 atom% '5N as it approaches the manure

interface over a distance of about 200 pm.

Discussion

Negative secondary ion yield due to primary ion-sputtering is positively

correlated with electron affinity of the secondary fragment of interest (Odom,

1993). Thus, because of its extremely high electron affinity (3.9 eV; Bradforth et

al., 1993), the CN isotope ions have particularly high ion yields.
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Figure 3.7. Secondary electron image of analysis areas on a Si contact slide (A)
and a corresponding light micrograph (B) of fungal hyphae growing across a
manure-straw interface. Manure and straw were placed on kaolin clay to which
99 atom% 1 mM '5NO3 was added. Numbers represent approximate 15N atom%
in the biomass (shaded red). Bars represent 100 p.m.
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Figure 3.8. Light micrograph of a Si contact slide with fungal hyphae attached.
Manure and straw were placed on kaolin clay labeled with 1 mM '5NO3. The
dashed line represents the approximate boundary of the straw. The manure
interface follows the left border of the picture and is just beyond it. Numbers
represent approximate atom% of the fungal biomass. Bar represents 100 tm.
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This phenomenon is serendipitous for scientists studying C and N assimilation in

biological materials and has been capitalized upon often (e.g., Chandra et al., 2000;

Gringon et al., 1992; Hindie et al., 1992; Levi-Setti and Le Beau, 1992). Because

of the potential for high spatial resolution and excellent detection limits for the Cif

isotopes, TOF-SIMS has the potential to be a powerful tool for the exploration of C

and N cycling at small scales in environmental systems.

Direct observation of microbial C assimilation by individual cells in

environmental samples has been illustrated using autoradiographic techniques

(Brock and Brock, 1968; Fliermans and Schmidt, 1975). TOF-SIMS, however,

offers the possibility of using stable C isotopes coupled with the convenience of

short analysis times to spatially resolve patterns of C assimilation at the im scale in

environmental samples.

Observation of N assimilation at small scales in environmental samples, has

been hampered by the absence of a suitable radioactive N-isotope and by the need

for large quantities of sample to perform standard isotope-ratio mass spectrometry

techniques. Although 13N has been used as a powerful tool to elucidate reaction

mechanisms (e.g. Betlach et al., 1981), due to its relatively short half life (9.96

mm.) '3N has not found wide use in environmental studies (Meeks, 1993). The

capability of detecting '3C and 15N assimilation in bulk samples is not novel;

however, TOF-SIMS has the capacity to qualitatively detect these assimilated

species in extremely small sample sizes. In fact, as presented here, TOF-SIMS has

the ability to detect assimilation in individual bacterial and fungal cells. Further,



TOF-SIMS has the potential to provide quantitative information in the form of

isotope ratio data.

If isotope ratio data are to be acquired from secondary ion images, several

important considerations must be addressed. A clear understanding is needed of

what part of the sample is actually being analyzed and of the limits of accuracy and

precision of the analysis.

For example, in the case of estimating atom% 15N in the fungal hyphae, it is

important to estimate the depth at which sputtering has removed the surface layers

so that there is some certainty as to what cellular components are being analyzed.

The 15 keV Ga beam utilized by the TRIFT-il has been shown to remove Si and

Si02 at a rate of 0.1 A s4 at a current density of 0.015 pA tm2 (Dan Gaspar,

Pacific Northwest National Laboratories, personal communication). It has been

shown that sputter rates for organic polymers are very similar to those of graphite

after several seconds of sputtering (Frazier Reich, Physical Electronics

International, personal communication). Thus, we can estimate the depth of

material removed by using C sputter data from other systems. In the case of the

region of interest analysis of the fungal hyphae, I sputtered at a current density of

0.020 pA tm2. Thus, assuming sputter rate is linear with current density and C

sputters at a similar rate to Si, about 1.6 nm of material was removed. Seah (1981),

however, provides data showing a 500 eV Ar beam sputters pure C at a rate of

about 25% of that of pure Si; moreover, sputter rates of C by ions of heavy

elements such as Ar and Hg increase only slightly when voltage is increased from



10 to 25 keY (Matsunami et al. 1984). Thus, from a theoretical standpoint, a better

estimate for amount of material sputtered might be about 0.4 nm. Assuming a

single atomic layer is about 2 A, an average of two atomic layers have been

removed and only the very outside of the cell material was analyzed. If the

chemistry of the cell cytoplasm is of interest, longer sputter times would be

necessary.

In theory, it is possible to achieve high mass resolution and high spatial

resolution simultaneously using TOF-SIMS. In practice, however, mass resolution

is limited by analysis time when analysis is optimized for spatial resolution. In

order to make analysis time reasonably short, the primary ion beam pulse width is

increased. For high spatial resolution analysis, I used a primary ion pulse width of

30 ns. This effectively reduced mass resolution to 1 atomic mass unit. Thus,

assignment of the mass 26, 27, and 28 peaks to Cif isotopes in the low mass

resolution images is tentative. However, when working in high-mass resolution

mode, mass resolution of at least 2 times greater than the value required to separate

26C2H1 from 26CN or 27C2H3 from 27CN was achieved (yet mass spectra obtained

from bacterial smears at this mass resolution did not show significant peaks from

the isobaric species). In single determinations using high mass resolution spectra,

26C2H2 made up approximately 2 5% for P. fluorescens, B. subtilus, and P.

ostreatus cells of what would presumably be the total mass 26 spectra under low

mass resolution conditions. Similarly, 27C2H3 made up less than 1% of what would

be the total mass 27 peak for P. fluorescens and the fungal species. Thus, the enor
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caused by the presence of both isobaric peaks is far less than that expected from

random error associated with Poisson counting statistics (see below). Except for the

case of the isobaric interference of'3C'4N in the mass 27 peak, I chose to ignore

the presence of isobaric ions in the estimation of atom% 15N until I can study the

importance of this phenomenon in more detail. Ideally, standards should be

produced to account not only for the presence of isobaric peaks, but also for

machine imprecision (Fitzsimmons et al., 2000)

Precision and accuracy of SIMS analysis is limited by several factors which

include primary beam instability, chemical heterogeneity of the sample, sample

charging, and imprecision due to the random nature of secondary ion emission

(Fitzsimrnons et al., 2000). The probability of secondary ion emissions as a

function of time follows Poisson statistics and thus the predicted standard

deviation, § is given by

[311

where N is the total number of counts for a given ion (Fitzsimmons et al., 2000).

The following estimate of the propagation of random error follows the work of

Fitzsimmons et al. (2000) closely and is derived in greater detail in Appendix C.

The propagation of random error of the function represented by equation [1] can be

approximated by

I \2 ( '5N% 2 ( a15N%
2

'5N) La26CNJ CN ) 27CN-J (27CN-)
. [4]

Thus, the approximate standard deviation in a 15N atom% analysis is



27CN 26CN
515N [27cN+26cNr

[5]
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If we further assume that given enough ion counts the Poisson distribution

approximates a Gaussian one, we can put a 99.7% confidence interval on the

atom% '5N numbers estimated in Figures [3.7-3.8] by adding ± 3 standard

deviations. The results of this analysis indicate that all of the 15N atom% data

presented in Figures [3.7-3.8] have a 99.7% confidence interval of less than ± 2.4

atom%. Thus, although the absolute accuracy of this analysis needs verification,

there seems to be ample precision to separate the relative differences in atom% 15N

seen across microsite boundaries in this study.

The '5N abundances of the fungal hyphae analyzed were lower in areas

associated with manure than in areas near the straw. In Figure 3.7, the lower 15N

abundance of the manure-associated fungal hyphae can potentially be explained by

two distinct hypotheses. Relative abundance ofNH4 may have been higher under

the manure interface due to mineralization of organic N contained in the manure

and/or due to higher rates of denitrification. Manure typically has a low C:N ratio

allowing net mineralization of organic N (Eghball, 2000; Pratt et al., 1973; Smith

and Peterson, 1982), and microsite heterogeneity of denitrifring populations due to

organic "hot-spots" has been observed before (Parkin, 1987; Højberg et al., 1994).

The spatial variability in 15N signature observed on the contact slide in Figure 3.8 is

more complex. The variability in the 15N signature of the hypha spanning the

center of the micrograph could be explained by either mechanism just mentioned.
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The high variability in the two hyphae near the top of the micrograph is more

difficult to explain. It is possible that the hyphae with the lower '5N signature

translocated N from the straw (Frankland et al., 1990; Frey, 2000) whereas the

small hyphae with the high '5N signature germinated in an area of high relative

'5NO3 availability and thus was labeled accordingly. Clearly, further study is

warranted to ascertain the relative importance of these mechanisms in the

phenomenon of microsite heterogeneity in soils.

Conclusions

I have shown that TOF-SIMS is capable of detecting C and N assimilation in

individual bacterial and fungal cells. Although I have chosen to focus on N

assimilation in fungal hyphae, the method has potential to be used to study both C

and N assimilation at sub-mm scale in soils. The quality of isotope ratio data is

constrained by Poisson counting statistics and thus analysis time. Therefore, long

analysis times would be required to achieve high precision isotope ratio

measurements. Acceptable theoretical precision for 50 pm lengths of fringal

hyphae for our model systems was achievable in less than 5 mm analysis times.

Further work is necessary to verif' the mechanisms controlling N assimilation at

this scale as well as the accuracy of the isotope ratios measured using TOF-SIMS.
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Chapter 4. SUMMARY

The goal of this work was to use develop traditional and novel analytical

techniques as a means of understanding the nature and scale of soil microsites in

relation to nutrient cycling. Isotope dilution experiments in soils require the

assumption of homogeneous label and target pooi distribution. I hypothesized that

mass transfer limitations may affect reaction rate estimates. Therefore, as a first

step toward applying isotope dilution methodologies to soil aggregates, I developed

a spherical diffusion-reaction model to simulate the effect of mass transfer

limitations on isotope dilution experiments in soil aggregates. I explored the

effects of mass transfer limitations on isotope dilution experiments in soil

aggregates using spherical diffusion-reaction models of 15N isotope dilution

experiments designed to measure gross production and consumption of NIH4t

Equations describing transport and reaction assumed Fickian diffusion, linear-

equilibrium adsorption, zero-order production of natural abundance 15N, and either

pseudo-first-order or zero-order consumption of NH4. In the case of pseudo-first-

order consumption, rate calculations were sensitive to adsorption coefficient

(emphasizing the need to interpret results as apparent rates), but not to other

transport parameters. Results calculated from simulations assuming zero-order

consumption underestimated both production and consumption rates. Errors

increased as aggregate size increased, and as effective diffusivity decreased.

Increasing consumption rate to production rate ratio increased the error in

production rate. Error decreased, however, if the label was allowed to diffuse for



24 hours prior to time zero sampling. These simulations reemphasize the need to

optimize experimental protocol when performing isotope dilution experiments in

structured soils.

A limitation of this work is the assumptions concerning soil physical and

biological parameters. In particular, effective diffusivity of NH4 has not been

measured at the aggregate scale. Verification of these models rests on the direct

measurement of effective diffusivity ofNH4 in unsaturated aggregates. Once this

is accomplished, a more critical appraisal of the validity of the model and its

predictions could follow.

Although advances in gas phase isotope ratio mass spectrometry have

fueled startling discoveries related to N and C cycling in soils, limitations related to

minimum sample size has restricted the scale at which useful information may be

gleaned. The excellent detection limits as well as mass and spatial resolution

possible using TOFSIMS has opened a frontier of potential research regarding

microsites of C and N assimilation in soils.

I have shown that not only is TOF-SIMS capable of detecting C and N

assimilation in microbial biomass, but it can do so at the scale of individual

microorganisms. Further, TOF-SIIVIS provides a means of estimating isotope ratios

in microbial biomass. The precision of this analysis is limited by ion counting

statistics, and thus time. The accuracy of these measurements remains to be

verified.
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In preliminary experiments using 15NO3 labeling in model soil systems, I

have shown that the spatial scale of microsites at which relative proportions of

NO3 and NH4 assimilation are altered is potentially smaller than one mm.

Although full explanation of the physical and biological parameters controlling

spatial heterogeneity of C and N assimilation micro sites requires further work,

TOF-SIMS has proven to be a potentially powerful tool to put to the task.
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Appendix A

SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER 1 EQUATIONS; PART 1

Equations [1] and [2] do not need to be solved simultaneously, but two equations

are needed to solve for both kA and kA. The solution to [1] subject to the initial

condition

15A15A* t=o [12]

is

l5AakpA +[15A*_1jexp[_kcAt] kAO [13]

and the solution to [2] subject to

M=M* t=o [14]

is

M=_+(M*_--exp[_kCAt]. kAO [15]
kCA kCA)

So that

cLM *_15A*1
kCA=ln[

aM-15A j
and

[16]

kPA (M4*_M*4 [15A**1 / (M_M*5A+15A*] t. [17]in
15A- j/



The solution to [3] and [4] subject to [12] and [14] is for kA kA

15A[M*(kk) tJ_M*

So that

kAt kpAt

M*_M M_M*15AM[M M*

or

kCA t

1
M*_M

A=cxM-M

kpA-kCAf kCA-kPA

aM *_15A *AM * +(kpA -kCA)t)

*_15A*)

kCAt

M -M*
M* (aM*_15A*).

kA kA. [18]

kA kA [19]

kA kA. [20]

The rate constants kA or kA must be solved for implicitly in this case. However,

once either kA or kA is obtained, the solution to [4],

M =M*+(kpA -kA)t

may be used to obtain the missing constant. For the case in which kA

kCA = kA M * lncLM *_'5A */
*_15AJ/cxM

[21]

[22]

The solutions to [5] and [6] were obtained semi-analytically. The solution

procedure in the Laplace domain follows closely the works of Carslaw and Jaeger

(1959) and Priesack (1991). Because the solution to [5] and [6] are similar, only

the solution to [5] will be given here. Solutions for the inner and outer spherical

regions for [6] may be obtained by analogy.



Initial conditions are given by constant solute concentration in the outer and

inner concentric spheres;

l5A0ut'5A*out a<rb, [23]

and

15A =15A* 0ra, [24]in in

with boundary conditions;

&5AOUt =0 r=b, [25]

15A '5A r=a, [26]out in

Ô15AOUt
r = a, [27]

and

r=0. [28]

The sequential variable substitutions

'5A =+15A* a/c4 (kCAt"1
lexpi

ICCA kCA ) OR
kA 0 [29]

and

U(t,r) =r15A(t,r) [30]

are performed. Subsequently, the Laplace transform (see Appendix D) is applied to

obtain the transform u u (s, r) of U = U (t, r) leaving



d_URs _Rr15A*
dr2 D X X

with boundary conditions

r=b, [31]
dr

= r = a, [32]

duin du0a -Uj, =a u0 r=a, [33]
dr dr

and

u=O r=O. [34]

The solutions to these equations in the Laplace domain for the outer spherical shell

is

(15A*. _15A*
) { [

w(aq)]} S (q,r)l 15 *in out A out r
u0ut(s,r)=

qs[ %1J(b)]
S

a<rb [35]

and for the inner sphere

(15A*. _1SA*
) Sinh(qr)

15in out
A in r

+uin(s,r)
s[ w(b) S

Ora [36]

where



q=1j-
[37]D

iy(z) = zCosh(z) Sinh(z), [38]

(q, r) = bqCosh[q(b r)] Sinh(b r), [39]

and

(q)= q(a b) Cosh[ q(a _b)]+(abq2 _) Sinh[ q(a _b)].

The inverted time domain solution must be substituted back into equations [30] and

[29] to obtain the correct solution to [5]. For the special case where kA = 0, a very

small number may be substituted for kA as a suitable approximation.

The solutions to [7] and [8] subject to [25] and [28] were arrived at by the

Crank-Nicolson method of finite-difference approximation (Crank 1975). The

resulting approximations for are

[S(n, 1 L& P(n, j)+ Q(n,
j)115Afl I

akPA6t

OR15 2n
A,11

[l+Lt+Q(ni)]

i=n [41]

+[O(i, )] 1 L6t P(i, ) + Q(i, i)]15A,1
pAt

OR2i

[1+Lt+Q(iJ)]

0<i<n [42]

and



15 -

where

D
p

R(ör)2

3Lt(15Nl,J +15N1 +i )+[ 1 3Lt P(O,J) + Q(O, f)]15A01 +
OR

1+ 3L6t + Q(O, j)

iO [43]

[44]

O(i, j) = (i + 1)(1 5A+1, +15A1,11 )+ (i - 1)(15A_l, +15A_1,1+1), [45]

P(i,j) kCAöt

OR(14A+J+15A1+1)
[46]

Q(i,j)
kCA&'4AJ

2OR(14A,J+15A
2

[47]

i,'1

and

S(n,j)
{

[(n + i)+ (n 1)](15A +15A_111 )}. [48]n-1,j



Appendix B

EQUATIONS AND SOLUTIONS TO CHAPTER 1; PART 2

The equations describing zero-order production and consumption of NH4

and NO3 are

d15A 15A

dt
=kCA 14A+15AthP4 [49]

d14A

dt 'A I4A+15A"'P4 [50]

d15N

dt
=kN 14N+15N+1'4

14A+15A
[51]

d14N 14A

dt
=kN 14N+15N+14

14A+15A
[52]

and assuming first-order consumption ofNH4 and zero order consumption of NO3

d1 5A

dt
=kA15A+akA [53]

d14A 1

dt
=kcA 4A+I3kpA [54]

d15N 15A

dt
kN 14N+15N+14

14A+15A
[55]

d14N

dt
kcN

14N+15N
[56]



The Euler approximations to equations [49]-[52] are

15A- 15Aj+1
15A+14A

& [57]

14A
14A1+l=14A1+akPA&kCA & [58]

+

'5NJ+i=15NJ +1kA
15A1

& [59]&

14N11=14N1 +1kCA & [60]
15AJ+14AJ

&

and the Euler approximations to {57]-[60] are

15A 15A.j+1 +akPA6tkCA15AJ&

14A 14A.j+1

[61]

[62]

'5NJ+l=15Nf+1kA
15AJ 15N1

& [63]
'5AJ+14AJ

kcN

14 14 14A1
&kcN &. [64]N11= NJ+1kCA
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Appendix C

DEVELOPMENT OF ERROR PROPAGATION ESTIMATE FOR ATOM %

SJkteW

The following error analysis is based on the following 5 assumptions and

follows the analysis of Fitzsimons et al. (2000) closely.

1. Secondary ion emission as a function of time follows Poisson statistics.

2. Enough ion counts are present such that the Poisson distribution of counts is

approximately Gaussian.

3. Machine imprecision is negligible.

4. The variance of ion counts is independent of one another.

5. Propagation of error may be approximated by the following equation

2 +1 - I (sj2 [1](sA
)2

(sH)
aL)

where 5A is the standard deviation of A where

H
[2]H+L'

H is the number of ion counts of the heavy isotope, and L is the number of ion

counts of the lighter isotope L. Since ion emission follows a Poisson distribution,

the predicted standard deviation of H, is given by

SH

with an analogous expression for L Thus,

[3]
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2 2

1 H
[

H
SAII

LH+L (H+L)2] [(H+L)2] L [4]

which may be simplified to

/HLSA! 3. [5]

(H + L)



Appendix D

DEVELOPMENT OF RADIAL DIFFUSION REACTION MODELS WITH

DETAILED SOLUTION PROCEDURES AND ERROR ANALYSIS

This development of the solution procedures for the partial differential

equations presented in Chapter 2 is more compete than that presented in

Appendix A. These procedures are presented in detail here so that a student may

more easily follow the procedures, thus potentially saving a great deal of heartache.

Consider a spherical soil aggregate in which aqueous label is applied

uniformly to an outside region. A graphical representation of a spherical diffusion

model of this system is presented in Figure 2.1. After label is applied, it diffuses

into the aggregate. During diffusion, the label may undergo adsorption,

consumption, and isotope dilution. For simplicity, the special case of adding highly

enriched 154+ to estimate gross production and consumption ofNH4 will be

considered in the model development. The models developed below include the

theoretical effect of linear-equilibrium-adsorption, impedance (Nye and Tinker,

1977), and volumetric water content on effective diffusivity in a soil aggregate.
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Assumptions

1. Inner and outer regions of the concentric spheres are identical except for initial

solute concentration. The outer spherical shell is used to represent high label

concentration at initial time.

2. Natural abundance NH initially, is homogeneously distributed throughout the

aggregate and exists in equilibrium between sorbed and aqueous phases.

3. Label is instantaneously and homogeneously applied to the outer spherical

shell. It is initially in equilibrium between sorbed and aqueous phases.

4. Mass transfer of label occurs along the radial coordinate by Fickian diffusion.

5. Sorption is linear, instantaneous, and reversible.

6. 14NH4 and '5NH4 are assumed to be homogeneously distributed at a given

radius r.

7. NTL production is zero-order and recycle of label is negligible under the time

frame considered.

8. Two cases will be considered; in Case 1, consumption follows pseudo-first-

order kinetics, and Case 2, consumption follows zero-order kinetics.

9. The effects of isotope fractionation are negligible.

10. Microbial reaction potentialss are homogeneously distributed throughout the

aggregate.
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Nomenclature

Where subscripts and replacing in the following variables indicate

concentrations of outer and inner regions of a concentric sphere respectively;

= concentration ofl44+ in solution (ug N cm3)

15NX = concentration of15NH4 in solution (ug N cni3)

t =time(s).

r = radial distance from the center of the sphere (cm).

a = radius of inner region of sphere (cm).

b = radius of outer region of sphere (cm).

9 = volumetric water content (cm3 cm3).

D = diffusion coefficient of the solute in water (cm2 1)

f = impedance factor (cm cm1).

D = pore diffusivity (cm2 s1), given by

D =Df.

[1]

p = bulk density (g cm3)

Kd = linear adsorption coefficient (cm3 g1)

S = adsorbed solute per unit dry weight of soil (ug N g1), given by a linear

isotherm



14Sx =K'NX

or,

= Kd15NX.

[2]

[3]

= NH4 consumption decay constant (s1) for first order consumption,

(tg N cm3 1) for zero order consumption.

= zero-order 14N-4 production rate (tg N cm3 1) (assumed to be

99.6337% of total NH4 production rate.

k15 = zero-order 15N-4 production rate (tg N cm3 1) (assumed to be

00.3663/0 of total NH4 production rate.

s = Laplace parameter.

Solution procedure: Case 1, pseudo-first-order consumption

The equations governing concentration of '4NIH4 and '5NH4 in the

composite sphere are

I'4N (a214N 2a'N" a'4s0 XOD
ar2 r ar ôt

k'4N +k14 [4]

and

(a2 '5N 2 a'5NX a15sXODI x+
ar

atX k15N+k15 [5]



where the subscript replaces ,, (inner), or out (outer) regions. Since general

solutions to both inner and outer regions, as well as for individual N isotopes are

identical, the solution procedure will be given for the case of diffusing 15N1144.

Initial conditions are given by constant solute concentration in the outer .and

inner spheres;

15 15 *
N01 = N01 (a <r b), [6]

and

'5N 15N* (0 r a), [7]in in

with boundary conditions;

ô out0 r=b, [8]
ar

15M '5N r=a, [9]1vow' in

a'5N0, ô'5Nin r a, [10]
ar ar

and

a15N10 r=0. [11]
ar

The solution procedure in the Laplace domain closely follows the work of Carslaw

and Jaeger (1959), and Priesack (1991). The problem is simplified in the following

manner. The sorption term is replaced by

15S, =pKd'5NX [12]

leaving



a15NX P_1a2 15NX 2 a15NX "I k
15N

k15
[13]

at R 2 ar JOR x+OR

where

R=l+PKd.
[14]

0

The substitution 15NX =
+

15

-J

exp
kct)

is applied to equation [13]

to yield

a'5 _pfa215Nx 2a'N
[15]atRa.2 rar)

Proof that this substitution simplifies [13] to give [15] is given below.

We now employ the substitutionU (t, r) =r'5It (t, r) (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959)

to obtain,

au Da2u

[16]
at Ra.2

with boundary conditions;

IauOUI_QO r=b, [17]
ar

U = U0 r = a, [18]

u1,,
i au0, U0

ar ar ---j--J
r=a, [19]

and

UO r=O. [20]



The Laplace transform £ {f(t)} of a function f(t) is the function F(s) defined

as

fe_stf(t)dt t>0. [21]

The Laplace transform is applied to equations [16] through [20] to obtain;

d2u _UX =-----'N, [22]
dr D

with boundary conditions;

duu01 =b r=b, [23]
dr

= u0 r = a, [24]

(a__uin')=Iadubout _uQutJ r=a, [25]ldr ) dr

and

r=0. [26]

The general solution for equation [22] is

l5N*
u(s,r) qr -qr +

r
[27]

where A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants, and

q/. [28]

The Laplace domain solutions to the equations for outer and inner spherical regions

[27] subject to [23] through [26] are;
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(15N* 15N*)
{ [

iv(aq)]}
{

(r)} '5Ntrm

+ S [29]u0t(s,r)=
s[ w(b)]

and

(15N_15N*)
{

(q)} Sinh(qr)
15Nr

[30]uj11(s,r)

qs[ w(b) S

where

yi(z)= zCosh(z) Sinh(z), [31]

4(q, r) bqCosh[q(b r)] Sinh(b r), [32]

and

(q) = q(a b) Cosh[ q(a b)1 + (abq2 i) Sinh[ q(a b)]. [33]

The Laplace domain solutions may be numerically inverted into the time domain

using the algorithm of de Hoog et al (1982). The inverted time domain solution

l5 must be substituted into the equation

15N
+1151 k15' kt

exp to obtain the desired concentration ofX
/c r k) GR)

as a function oft, and r. Laplace domain solutions for inner and outer

region concentrations for l4-+ (equation [4]) may be obtained by analogy.
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Proof of substitution procedure to solve diffusion equation with zero-order

production and pseudo-first-order consumption

The following is a demonstration that the substitution method employed in

Appendix A provides a solution to the equation

al5N D('aN 2 al5N"i k'5N k15+ I +
at R&2 rar) OR OR

[34]

Let 15(t, r) be the solution to the spherical diffusion equation without

reaction

a15 D(8215N 2a15N
at 2 -: arJ [35]

with initial and boundary conditions

15N15 t=0 [36]

a15N0 r=b [37]

r=0 [38]
ar

If '5N is a solution of [35] then a solution of

D ia215 a15 k 15 k15
R 2 r ôr ) OR OR

satisfying the conditions [36]-[38] is



l5Nkpl5 (15* k15 r kt1
k +

N
--J

exP[_ __j. [40]

This can be shown as follows. Differentiating [39] with respect to t gives

a15N a'5 k15 r kt1+expl= exp_
at at L OR] OR [ OR] OR L

[4h1

Differentiating [40] once with respect to r gives

a15N a1 kt
= expi--

ar ar L OR

and on differentiating twice with respect to r gives

a215Na215N E kt1
expi -S- I.

ar2 [ OR]

a15iJ
Solving [41] for

at
gives

a15N a15N k t1 iskk
at at

exP[__j+
R R

Solving [40] for '5N gives

15 Ektl k [kt1 k
N= NexpI---I--exp1l+

LOR] k [OR] k

and solving [43] for
a 2

gives

a215i a215N rk
= expi

ar2 ar2 LOR

Substituting [45] into [46] yields

[42]

[43]

[44]

[45]

[46]
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a15 a15 r i 15- k rk k15 Ekt1expl---l+ N--expI-----------expII. [47]
at at [ORJ OR LOR] OR LOR]

Finally, substituting [42], [46], and [47] into [35] gives [34].

Thus, [40] is a general solution to [34].

Further, applying the initial condition [36] to[40] yields

15N15 z=0 [48]

and applying the boundary conditions [37] and [38] to [40] gives

r=b [49]
ar

and

r=0. [50]
ar

Thus, the substitution [40] is a solution to [35].

Solution Procedure: Case 2, zero-order consumption

The equations describing 14N-H4 and 15FJ4 concentration in a spherical

aggregate under conditions of zero-order consumption and zero-order production

FWI]

a'4iv (a214N 2a14N a14s 14NX0 XOD
at ar2 r ar

J
at

X k
14NX +'5N

+

[51]

and
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ô'5N (a215N 2ô15NX') a15s k 15N0 XJ
at or2 r Or at 14N+15N

15

[52]
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Where again, substitutes for in, and out in inner and outer regions of the composite

sphere, respectively. These equations can be solved simultaneously using a finite-

difference approximation. Again, the sorption term is expressed as a retardation

factor [14]. The resulting equation for 15N1J4 is

a15N D(a215N +a15N_ 15NX
[53]

R Or2 r Or ) OR '4N+15N OR

The finite-difference approximations for equations describing 14NH4 concentration

in the aggregate can be developed by analogy.

The Crank-Nicolson approximation (Crank, 1975) to [53] is

15N '5N.. M I k ri,j+1 _____ ,_j

St -[ F(i,j)+ G(ij)]
120R L

H(iJ)]}
OR

i0 [54]

and

'5N011 -15N0 I k E

St
=3M[ L(i,j)J_t2ORL H(if)]}+

OR

i=0 [55]

where

F(i, j) =(i + 1)'5N11 2i15N1 +Q 1)'5N,_1,, [56]

G(i, j) =(i + 1)15N1,+1 2i15N11 +(i 1)15N_1,11, [57]



15N,J
+

15NJ+1
H(i,

'4N1 +15N11 '4N1,1 +'5N+1
[58]

L(i, j) [
('N1,1 15N0 )+ (15N1

+1 '5N0 j+1 )] [59]

and

D
M

R(ör)2
[60]
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where subscripts i, and j, refer to spatial and time steps respectively. 15N1,J1 may

be solved for in [38] and [39] by introducing the Taylor series approximation for

15N1,J1
the non-linear term

14N,J, +
[61]

Neglecting terms greater than first-order, the Taylor series approximation to the

dF(u).
denvative is

du

Au dF(u)
F(u + Au) F(u) + . [62]

1 du

Applying [62] to [61] gives the Taylor series approximation to [61].

15 15 14

14N,11 +15N1J1 MN,1 +15N
+ (15N1+,

(14N. +'5N1,
)2

[63]

Thus, the concentration at thejth+1 time step is



Môt
[O(z, )] +[ 1 Môt P(i, ) + Q(i, I)]15NJ

k15ôt

OR15N,J+1 2i

[1+M&+Q(i,i)]

i0 [64]

and
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3MSt('5N1,1 +'5N1,+1 )+[ 1 3Môt- P(0,j) + Q(0,J)]15No
k158t

+
OR'5N0,11 =

[1+3M+Q(o,J)J

i=0. [65]

where

O(i,j)= ( + 1X15Njl 1+15N1l j+1 )+ (i 1X'N +15N1_1,+1), [66]ii,'

P(i,j) k8t
OR('4NJ +15N) [67]

Q(i,I)
kôt14N1

[68]
2OR('N +15N11

)2

A zero-flux boundary may be introduced at the outside of the aggregate by

introducing a fictitious concentration at an external grid point using

15N 15Nn+1,j
= 0 [69]

28r

l5,- l5Ar
fl+1J+1 fl-1,j+1

= 0 [70]
28r

where n is the total number of spatial nodes. Thus,

'5w ='5N_1, [71]n+1,j



and

'57tT _15,-
' n+1,j+1 - " n-1,j+1 [72]
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The values for concentration at the external grid point in [64] can be removed by

substitution of the equivalent concentrations at i = n + 1 from [71] and [72] leaving

15

[S(n)]+[ 1_M6t_P(nj)+Q(nj)]'5Nn,j
k58t

N,i
r

L1+Mot+Q(n,j)

i=n [73]

where

S(n, j) {
[(n + i) + (n - 1)](15N11 +'5N1,11 )}. [74]

Verification of models

Verification of model solutions was accomplished in two ways: 1. Where

applicable, results from semi-analytical and finite-difference solutions were

compared and 2. Where possible, theoretical mass of 14N and 15N were compared

with the masses of '4N and '5N calculated using the models. Because finite-

difference and semi-analytical approximations were compareda finite-difference

solution was obtained for the case of pseudo-first-order consumption and a semi-

analytical solution to the case of zero-order-consumption. of a single species.



j1

Finite difference approximation to Case 1, pseudo-first order consumption

The Crank-Nicolson approximation to [5]

with a zero-flux boundary at r = b is

M6't
S(nJ)+[1MSt -

15N
_2n

n,j+1

1+MSt-f

kcStll5N +
k58t

20RJ
''

OR

kSt
2OR

O(i,j)]+MSt r

[
MSt !1'5N k158t

2i 20R] OR

1 + MSt +
20R

and

jfl,

i>O<n,

3MSt('5N' +'5N )+[i 3MSt - !]15N0+ k15st

15
, 1,j+1

20R OR
N0,11 =

[ 1+3M8t+ kcotl

[75]

[76]

i=O. [77]
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Semi analytical solution to Case 2, zero-order consumption

A semi-analytical solution to the spherical diffusion equation including

zero-order production and consumption is presented below, but because of the non-

linear dependence of equations [34] and [35], semi-analytical solutions could only

be obtained for the case of zero-order production and consumption of a single

species. The semi-analytical solutions to

Ô15N (a215N a15s
0 Xe]

at ar2 r ar
k +k15. [78]

for inner and outer regions of the concentric spheres are,

in ou
(15N' 15N' ){ [(a)]}

{

(pr)}
(k15 k

u0, (s, r)

(bp)]
S Rs

and

(15N; _15N)

{
)} Sinhr]

(k15
u(s,r)=

(b)]
S + Rs2

[79]

[80]

Equations [79] and [80] are valid checks of the finite difference approximations to

[34] and [35] for the special case of/ce = 0 ug cm3 d', and thus serve as a partial

check of the finite-difference solution presented earlier.
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Results of verification, finite difference and semi-analytical comparisons

Base model parameters used in the model verification process are presented

in Table 2.1. For finite-difference approximations, the aggregate radius was

divided into 101 spatial discretizations. This allowed for a suitable label mass if

the outer two spatial nodes were assigned the initial label concentration at t 0.

In order to optimize computation time and accuracy, mass error between

theoretical and finite difference approximations to [34] and [35] was varied by

imposing different values of öt in the termD&/R(ör)2 (data not shown). This was

done for all three values of Kd used in the verification process. From these trials,a

value ofD&/R(ör)2 of< 0.0036 was chosen to be used in subsequent simulations.

This value gave a maximum error between theoretical and calculated mass of less

than ± 1% (see below)

Concentration profiles from both approximation methods were

superimposed and checked visually for gross errors. Effective diffusivity was

varied by using three values ofKd (0, 10, and 50 cm3 g1) at three times of interest, t

= 1, 24, and 48 hr. In some comparisons, diffusion with reaction was also

simulated. For pseudo-first-order consumption, reaction rates of k = 0.1 d1, and k

= 1 .tg cm3 d1 were used. For models with zero-order consumption capability,

only production was simulated with a k = 1 ig cm3 d'. Results of semi-analytical

and finite difference comparisons for cases of models with pseudo-first-order
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consumption capability are presented in Figures D.l-D.6. Comparisons of models

with zero-order consumption capability are presented in Figures D.7-D. 12.

Mass error: diffusion without reaction

2. Total mass in an aggregate at times of interest was obtained by

numerical integration using mid-point quadrature. Five-thousand spatial

discretizations were used for numerical integration of semi-analytical solutions.

Results of total mass obtained by numerical integration were also compared with

theoretical mass in an aggregate for both semi-analytical, and finite-difference

schemes for the three varying Kd values. Results of these comparisons from

simulations of diffusion without reaction are presented in Tables (D. 1 -D.6). In all

cases, mass error between theoretical and simulated masses were <±_O.9%.

Verification, diffusion with pseudo-first-order consumption

Where possible, model solutions were tested allowing production and

consumption of Nll4. Total mass obtained by numerical integration was also

compared with the solution to the equation describing pseudo-first-order

consumption and zero-order production for both 15N and '4N For 15N, this equation

is

9d'5N pd'5S
dt dt

k15N+k15. [81]
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The solution to this equation under the initial condition

lSN=l5N* t=0 [82]

is

l5Nkpl5 (15 * k15'\ kt1
[83]lex

k
N

k) PEeR]

Results of one these comparisons are presented in Tables D.7-D.9. These

comparisons were made at t = 1, t = 24 and t = 48 hr. In all cases, error in mass

balance was <± 0.4%.

Verification, diffusion with zero-order consumption

Comparisons finite-difference solutions to model equations including zero-

order consumption capability could only be obtained for the special case in which

= 0 ug cm3 d'. Results of one these comparisons are presented in Tables D.10-

D. 12. Errors between theoretical and simulated masses were evaluated using the

solution to

9d'5N pd'5S
dt dt

+k15 [84]

with initial condition [82] and it's analogous counterpart describing 14N

concentration. The solution to [84] is

15N=15N* k15t
[85]

OR
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Mass calculation errors between a finite-difference solution for the case of

k 0 ug cm3 d1 and k = 1 ug cm3 d'and predictions based on [84] and the '4N

counterpart to [84] were <± 0.7 % at t = 1, t = 24 and t = 48 hours (Tables D.10

D. 12).
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Figure D. 1. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 0 cm3 g1,

k=Od1, andk=0j.igcm3d'.
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Figure D .2. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd 10 cm3 g',
k=0d1, andk=O i.gcm3 d1.
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Figure D3. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 50 cm3 g1,

k =0 d1, and k =0 g cm3 d1.
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Figure D.4. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd =0 cm3 g',
k=0.1 d',andk=1 jtgcm3d1.
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Figure D.5. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 10 cm3 g1,

= 0.1 d', and k = 1 tg cm3 d'.
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Figure D.6. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 50 cm3 g',

0.1 d', and k = 1 jig cm3 d1.
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Figure D.7. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with zero-order consumption capability. Kd 0 cm3 g',

=0 tg cm3 d1, and
kAy, =0 ig cm3 d1.
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Figure D.8. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 10 cm3 g1,

lc 0 j.tg cm3 d1, and k =0 jtg cm3 d1.
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Figure D.9. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 50 cm3 g1,

Ic = Ojg cm3 d', and k =0 p.g cm3 d'.
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Figure D.1O. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd =0 cm3 g',
k =0 g cm3 d1, and k = 1 ig cni3 d1.
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Figure D. 11. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd = 10 cm3 g1,

k =0 tg cni3 d', and Ic,, = I .tg cm3 d1.
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Figure D.12. Comparison of simulated concentration profiles produced by finite-
difference (symbols) and semi-analytical (lines) solutions to a sphericaldiffusion
model with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Kd 50 cm3 g1,

=0 .tg cm3 d1, and k = 1 p.g cm3 d'.
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Table D. 1. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass
was 9.44x101 ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd =0 cm3 g4, K = 0 ug cm3 d', and K = 0 d1. For finite
difference approximations, D8t/R (Sr)2 0.0036. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

15N

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1lhr
finitedifference 9.44x -0.1 9.45x10' -0.2

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1
24 finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.49 x 101 -0.6

semi-analytical 9.44 x 10' -0.1 9.45 x 10' -0.1
48

finite difference 9.44 x 10.1 -0.1 9.51 x 101 -0.8

00



Table D.2. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass
was 9.44x10' ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug 15N per aggregate. Kd = 10 cm3 g1, K 0 ug cm3 d1, and K 0 d1. For
finite difference approximations, DSt/R(8r)2 0.0036. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

15N

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1

finite difference 9.44 x 10' -0.1 9.44 x 101 -0.1

semi-analytical 9.44 x 10' -0.1 9.45 x 10' -0.1
24 finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.48 x 101 -0.5

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1
48hr finitedifference 9.44x10' -0.1 9.50x101 -0.7



Table D.3. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with pseudo-first-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass
was 9.44x101 ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd= 50cm3 g1, K = 0 ug cm3 d', and K= 0 d'. For
finite difference approximations, D8t/R (Sr)2 0.0036. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 10 -0.1
1 hr

finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.44 x 10 -0.1

semi-analytical 9.44 x 10' -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1
24 hr finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.2

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 10' -0.1
48 hr finite difference 9.44 x 10.1 -0.1 9.46 x 10.1 -0.3



Table D.4. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with zero-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was
9.44x101 ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug 15N per aggregate. Kd =0 cm3 g1, K =0 ug cm3 d', and K =0 ug cm3 d'. For
finite difference approximations, D8t/R (Sr)2 0.0036. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

15N

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.45 x 10' -0.1 9.44 x 101 -0.1
1

finite difference 9.41 x 101 0.3 9.48 x 101 -0.5

semi-analytical 9.45 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1
24 finite difference 9.41 x 101 0.3 9.50 x 101 -0.7

semi-analytical 9.45 x 101 -0.1 9.45 x 101 -0.1
48hr finitedifference 9.41x101 0.3 9.50x101 -0.7



Table D.5. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with zero-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was
9.44x10' ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd = 10 cm3 g1, K =0 ug cm3 d', and K 0 ug cm3 d'. For
finite difference approximations, D8t/R (Sr)2 0.003 6. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

15N

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.43 x 10' 0.0
1

finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.44 x 101 01
semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.44 x 101 -0.1

24 finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.48 x 10' -0.5

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.44 x 101 -0.1
48 finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.50 x 101 -0.7



Table D.6. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from semi-analytical and finite difference
approximations to isotope-transport equations with zero-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was
9.44x101 ug '4N and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd= 50cm3 g1, K = 0 ug cm3 d1, and K= 0 ug cm3 d1. For
finite difference approximations, D8t/R(8r)2 0.0036. Other model parameters are given in Table 2.1.

time solution total mass (ug) % error total mass (ug) % error

semi-analytical 9.44 x 10 -0.1 9.42 x 10.1 0.2
1

finite difference 9.44 x 1 01 -0.1 9.44 x 10.1 -0.1

semi-analytical 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.44 x 10.1 0.0
24 finite difference 9.44 x 10.1 -0.1 9.45 x 10.1 -0.2

semi-analytical 9.44 x 10' -0.1 9.44 x 101 -0.1
48 ' finite difference 9.44 x 101 -0.1 9.46 x 101 -0.3



Table D.7. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a semi-analytical approximation to isotope-
transport equations with ?seudofirstorder consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44x101

ug 14N and 9.45x101 ug 5N per aggregate. Kd = 0 cm3 g1, K = 1 ug cm3 d', and K= 0.1 d'. Other model parameters are
given in Table 2.1.

15N

time total mass (tg) % error total mass (tg) % error
1 hr 9.38 x 10' 0.1 9.30 x 101 0.0

24hr 8.18 x 101 0.1 6.60x 101 0.0
48 hr 7.29 x 101 0.1 4.61 x 101 0.0



Table D.8. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a semi-analytical approximation to isotope-
transport equations with ?seudofirstorder consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44x10'
ug '4N and 9.45x101 ug 5N per aggregate. Kd = 10 cm3 g , K 1 ug cm3 d1, and K = 0.1 d1. Other model parameters
are given in Table 2.1.

time total mass Qig) % error total mass (.tg) % error
1 hr 9.52 x 10' 0.1 9.43 x 101 0.2

24hr 1.13x10° 0.1 9.38x10' 0.0
48 hr 1.31 x 100 0.1 9.33 x 10.1 0.0

JI



Table D.9. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a semi-analytical approximation to isotope-
transport equations with ?seudofirstorder consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44xlO
ug 14N and 9.45x1 01 ug 5N per aggregate. Kd =50 cm3 g1, K = 1 ug cm3 d1, and K 0.1 d'1. Other model parameters
are given in Table 2.1.

15N

time total mass (pg) % error total mass (p.g) % error
1 hr 9.51 x 101 0.0 9.44 x 10 0.1

24hr 1.13x10° -0.1 9.45x10' -0.1
48 hr 1.32 x 100 0.2 9.45 x 101 -0.2



Table D.1O. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a finite difference approximation to isotope-
transport equations with zero-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44x101 ug
and 9.45x101 ug 15N per aggregate. Kd = 0 cm3 g1, K = 1 ug cm3 d', and K= 0 ug cm3 d1. Other model parameters are
given in Table 2.1.

time total mass (pjg) % error total mass (p.g) % error
1 hr 9.49 x 101 -0.2 9.48 x 10' -0.4

24 hr 1.13 x 100 -0.2 9.51 x 101 -0.6
48 hr 1.32 x iO° -0.1 9.51 x 101 05



Table D.1 1. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a finite difference approximation to isotope-
transport equations with zero-order consumption ca?ability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44x10' ug
and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd = 10 cm3 g , K = 1 ug cm3 d1, and K= 0 ug cm3 d1. Other model parameters are
given in Table 2.1.

'5N
time total mass Qig) % error total mass (jtg) % error
1 hr 9.51 x iO4 0.0 9.44x 10 0.1

24 hr 1.13 x 100 -0.2 9.49 x 101 -0.4
48 hr 1.32 x 100 -0.1 9.52 x 101 -0.6



Table D.12. Comparison of theoretical mass balance with that obtained from a finite difference approximation to isotope-
transport equations with zero-order consumption capability. Theoretical, total mass was at time zero was 9.44x101 ug
and 9.45x101 ug per aggregate. Kd =50 cm3 g1, K = 1 ug cm3 d1, and K =0 ug cm3 d1. Other model parameters are
given in Table 2.1.

time total mass (jig) % error total mass (jig) % error
1 hr 9.52 x 10' 0.1 9.42 x 101 0.3

24hr 1.13x10° 0.1 9.45x101 0.1
48 hr 1.32 x 100 0.1 9.45 x 10.1 0.1

'.0
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Appendix E

SAMPLE FORTRAN CODES

c This FORTRAN program numerically inverts the Laplace domain solution
c (e.g. equations
c [35] and [36] of Appendix A and analogous ones for '4N) for spherical
c diffusion
c with first-order consumption and zero-order production of solute. It
c requires the dinlap
c subroutine from IMSL FORTRAN Libraries (Visual Numerics Tnt.,
c Houston Texas).
c The routine integrates 14N and 15N at t = 1 br, 25 br, 24 br, and 48 hr, and
c reports total
c masses and then calculates rates based on the equations of Kirkham and
c Bartholemew
c (1954, 1955).
c Pertinent input variables include:
c dw, solute diffusion coefficient in water (cm2 s1); labelconc, concenration
c of applied label
c solution(mg cm3); ambconc, concentration of ambient solute (mg cm3
c soil); atprct (label
c atom%); tort, impedance factor (cm cm1); theta, volumetric water content

(cm3 cm3);

c kd, linear adsorption coefficient (cm3 g1); rho, soil bulk density (g cm3), b,
c total aggregate
c radius (cm); a, radius of inner (non-labeled) concentric sphere (cm); kp;
c zero-order solute
c production coefficient (mg cm3 d1); kc, first-order consumption constant
c (d1)

c biomassn, microbial biomass parameter needed for
c Kirkham and Bartholemews first-order solution (1955) (mg cm3)

Implicit none

INTEGER I,j ,k,kmax,nout,n,nt,nt2,times

parameter (nt=5 000, nt2=50,times=4)

double precision ALPHA, F1INV(times),relerr,t(times)
Double precision ni 4o,nl 4i,dw,d,r,b,a,theta,kd,biomassn
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Double precision ret,rho,kp,kc,rm(4),nl 5i,nl 5o,labelconc,ambconc
Double precision tort,pi,rl ,atprct,vol(nt+nt2),capa,capb
double precision nil 4(times,nt+nt2),no 1 4(times,nt+nt2)
double precision nil 5(times,nt+nt2),no 1 5(times,nt+nt2)
double precision ml 4(times,nt+nt2),ml 5(times,nt+nt2)
double precision aa,kp 1 ,mO,ml ,m2,m3 ,volag,mo 1 ,mo2
double precision mtl 4(times),mtl 5(times),bb,b 1 ,b2,b3
double precision kb55m 1 ,kb55m2,kbSSm3,kb55i 1 ,kb55i2,ret2
double precision kbS6Om,kb56 1 m,kbS6Oi,kb56 1 i,hl ,h2,kc 1 ,kc2
double precision volout,volin,n 1 4a0,nl 4a1 ,nl 4a2,nl Sal ,nl 5a2,nl 5a0
double precision ni 5a3,nl 5a4,nl 4a3 ,nl 4a4,maO,mal ,ma2,ma3
double precision kb5saml,kbssam2,kb5Sam3,kb5Sail,kb55ai2,Q,tort2
double precision kb56Oam,kb56 1 am,kb56Oai,kb56 1 ai,kbS6ai,kb56am

common /radla,b,dw,rho,nl 4i,theta,nl 4o,r,kd,kp,kc
common /radltort,pi,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp I ,tort2

EXTERNAL uo 1 4,ui 1 4,uo 1 5,ui 15, dINLAP, zsinh,zcosh

pi=3.141 592653589793d0*4.dO/3.dO
dw=1 .9d-S

labelconc=. 1 135d0
ambconc=.00SdO
atprct99.9dO

open (40,file=' 1 .xls')

soil parameters
tort=. 14d0
theta=.278d0
kd=O.dO
rho=l.45d0
ret=theta+rho*kd
ret2=ret

tort2=(q*ret)/(theta*dw)

b=.35625d0
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a=.350968d0

volag=(b**3)*pi

ni 5o=(((atprct/1 OO.dO)*labelconc)+(.003663d0*ambconc))/ret
ni 5i=(O.003663d0*ambconc)/ret
nl4o=(((1 .dO-(atprct/1 OO.dO))*Iabelconc)+(O.9963 37d0*ambconc))/ret
ni 4i=(.996337d0*ambconc)/ret

c ----------------------------- microbial parameters --------------------------

kpO.OdO
kc=1.Od-15
biomassN=O.2d0
kc=kc/86400.dO
kp 1 kp186400.dO

C -------------- write parameters---

write (40,'(a)')" first-order model parameters"
write (40,'(a)')" Dw thet

& rad rho imped Kd"

write (40,'(7e 15 .4)')dw,theta,b,rho,tort,kd
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" Kp Kc labconc

& ambconc at% micro-N"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')kp,kc* 86400,labelconc,ambconc,atprct,biomassn
write (40,'(a)')"

C---------------------------------------------------------------------------

t(1)=3600.dO
t(3)=90000.dO
t(2)=86400.dO
t(4)=1 72800.dO
n=times
alpha =O.dO
kmax=1 000000
relerr = 01.d-6

do 21 i=1,times
do 2Oj=1,(nt+nt2)



p=(dble(j)*b/dble(nt+nt2))

if(j.le.nt) then

call dinlap (ui 1 4,n,t,alpha,relerr,kmax,finv)
nil 4(i,j)(.996337d0*kp 1/kc+((finv(I)/r)(.996337d0*kp l/kc))*

& dexp((kc/ret)*T(I)))*ret
call dinlap (uil 5,n,t,alpha,relerr,kmax,finv)
nil 5(i,j)(0.003663d0*kp 1 /kc+((finv(1)/r)-(0.003 663d0*kp lIkc))*

& dexp((kc/ret)*T(I)))*ret

else

call dinlap (uo 1 4,n,t,alpha,relerr,kmax,finv)
no 1 4(i,j)=(.996337d0*kp lIkc+((finv(I)/r)(.996337d0*kp lIkc))*

& dexp(_(kc/ret)*T(I)))*ret

call dinlap (uol 5,n,t,alpha,relerr,kmax,finv)
no 1 5(i,j)(0.003 663d0*kp 1Ikc+((finv(I)/r)(0.003663d0*kp l/kc))*

& dexp((kc/ret)*T(I)))*ret

end if

20 continue

21 continue
vol( 1 )( 1 .dO*b/dble(nt+nt2))
do 50 i=1 ,times
do 41 j=2,(nt+nt2)

vol(j)((dble((j)*b/dble(nt+nt2))* *3 .dO)-
& (dble((j-1 )*b/dble(nt+nt2))**3 .dO))*pi

if(j.le.nt) then

ml 4(i,j)=(nil 4(i,j)+ni I 4(i,j- 1))12.dO
ml 5(i,j)=(nil 5(i,j)+nil5(i,j-1))/2.dO
ml 4(i,j)=vol(j)*m14(i,j)
ml 5(i,j)=vol(j)*ml 5(i,j)

else
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m14(i,j)=(no 14(i,j)+no 14(i,j- 1))/2.dO
ml 5(i,j)=(no 1 5(i,j)+no 1 5(i,j- 1 ))12.dO
m14(i,j)=vol(j)*m14(i,j)
ml 5(i,j)=vol(j)*ml 5(i,j)

end if
m14(i, 1)=vol(1)*nil4(i, 1)
ml 5(i, 1)=vol(1)*nil 5(i, 1)
mtl4(i)=mtl 4(i)+ml 4(i,j)

mtl 5(i)=mtl 5(i)+ml 5(i,j)

41 continue

50 continue

c ----------------- write concentration profile ----------------------------
c -------------- ignore warning on line 144 -------------------------
c ------------------ comment next line to write C profile -------------
c goto6l

write(40,'(a)')" radius n14 lhr n15 llir
& n1425hr n1525hr n1424hr n1524br
& n1448hr n1548hr"

do 60 j=nt2,(nt+nt2),nt2
if(j.le.nt) then
write(40,'(9e 15. 5)')dble(j)*b/dble(nt+nt2),ni 14(1 ,j),ni 15(1 ,j),

& nil4(3,j),nil5(3,j),nil4(2,j),nilS(2,j),nil4(4,j),nilS(4,j)
else
write(40,'(9e 15 .5)')dble(j)*b/dble(nt+nt2),no 14(1 ,j),no 15(1 ,j),

& nol4(3,j),nolS(3,j),nol4(2,j),nolS(2,j),nol4(4,j),nolS(4,j)
endif

60 continue

61 mtl5(1)=mtlS(1)+m15(1,1)
mtl4(1)=mtl4(1)+m14(1,1)
mtl 5(3)=mtl 5(3)+m15(3,l)
mtl4(3)=mtl4(3)+m14(3, 1)
mtl 5(2)=mtl 5(2)+ml 5(2,1)
mtl 4(2)=mt 1 4(2)+m 14(2,1)
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mtl 5(4)=mtl 5(4)+m15(4,1)
mtl4(4)=mtl4(4)+ml 4(4,1)

C ------------------------- start rate calculations ---------------------

mO=(mtl 4(1 )+mtl 5(1))
ml (mt 1 4(3)+mtl 5(3))
m2(mt 1 4(2)+mt 15(2))
m3(mtl 4(4)+mtl 5(4))
mo1=(mOm1)/mO* lOO.dO
mo2=(m2m3)Im2* 1 OO.dO

c ------ homogeneous label solution

volout=(b* *3 *pj) (a**3 *pi)
volin=a**3*pi

nl 5a0=(nl 5o*volout+nl 5i*volin)/volag
nl4aO=(nl4o*volout+nl 4i*volin)/volag

n14a1=((.996337dO*kplIkc)+((n14aO(.996337dO*kp1/kc))*
& dexp(kc*36OO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

nl 4a2=((.99633 7d0*kp 1 Ikc)+((nl 4aO(.996337dO*kp 1 /kc))*
& dexp(kc*.864OO.dO/ret)))*ret*vo1ag

nl 4a3=((.996337d0*kp l/kc)+((n14aO(.996337dO*kp1/kc))*
& dexp(kc*9OOOO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

n14a4=((.996337dO*kp1/kc)+((n14aO(.996337dO*kp1Ikc))*
& dexp(kc*1728OO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

ni 5a1=((.003663d0*kpllkc)+((nl 5aO(.003663dO*kpl/kc))*
& dexp(kc*36OO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

ni 5a2=((.003663d0*kp 1/kc)+((nl 5aO(.003663dO*kp1fkc))*
& dexp(kc*864OO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

ni 5a3=((.003663d0*kp lIkc)+((nl 5aO(.003663dO*kp l/kc))*
& dexp(kc*9OOOO.dO/ret)))*ret*volag

nl5a4=((.003663dO*kp1/kc)+((n15aO(.003663dO*kpl/kc))*
& dexp(kc* 1 72800.dO/ret)))*ret*volag
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write(40,'(a)')" -analytical solution ms-"
write(40,'(a)')""
write(40,'(a)')" m14 lhr m15 lhr

& m1425hr m1525hr m1424hr m1524br
& m1448hr m1548hr"

write(40,'(9e15.5)')nl4al,nlSal,n14a3,n15a3,n14a2,n15a2,
&n14a4,nl 5a4

write(40,'(a)')" -------- integrated mass
write(40,'(ay)"

write(40,'(a)')"
write(4O,'(a)"
write(40,'(ay)" m14 lhr m15 lhr

& m1425hr m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr
& m1448hr m1548hr"

write(40,'(9e 15. 5)')mt 14(1 ),mtl 5(1 ),mtl 4(3),mt 1 5(3),mt 14(2),
& mtlS(2),mtl4(4),mtl5(4)

write (40,'(a)')""
write(40,'(a)')""

write(40,'(a)')""
write(40,'(a)')" ------- write mass per cm"3 -------
write(4O,'(a)" m14 lhr m15 lhr m14 25hr

& m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr m1448hr
&mlS48hr"

write(40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(8e30. 1 5)')mtl 4(1 )/volag,mt 15(1 )/volag,mt 1 4(3)/volag,

& mt 1 5(3)Ivolag,mt 1 4(2)/volag,mt 1 5(2)/volag,mtl 4(4)/volag,
& mtl5(4)Ivolag
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write(40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"--
write(40,'(a)')"

---write mass per gram
m14 lhr miS lhr

& m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr
&m1548hr"

m14 25hr
m1448hr

write (40,'(a)')""
'write (4O,'(a))"
write(40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(8e3 0.1 5)')mt 14(1 )/(volag*rho),mt 15(1 )/(volag*rho),

& mt 1 4(3)/(volag*rho),mtl 5(3)/(volag*rho),mtl 4(2)/(volag*rho),
& mt 1 5(2)/(volag*rho),mtl 4(4)/(volag*rho),mt 1 5(4)/(volag*rho)

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
'write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" -------------- % mass change
write(40,'(a)')" 1 -25hr

& 24-48hr"
write (40,'(2e30.4)')mol ,mo2

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

c ----- Kirk and Barth 1954 valid for 1 day incubations as written
C-------------------- case 1- i>m ----------------------------

kb55m 1 (mO-m 1 )*((dlog((mt 15(1 )*m 1/(mtl 5(3)*mO)))/(dlog((mO/m 1)))))
kb5Sml=kbSSml/volag
kb5 Si 1 =(mO-ml )*(dlog((mtl 5(1)/mt 1 5(3)))/(dlog((mO/m 1))))
kb55i 1kb55i1/volag

C -------------------- case 2-m>i ----------------------------
kb55m2=(m 1 _mO)*((dlog((mt 15(1 )*ml /(mtl 5(3)*mo)))/(dlog((m 1/mO)))))
kb5 5m2=kb55m2/volag
kb55i2=(ml m0)*(dlog((mt 15(1)/mt 1 5(3)))/(dlog((m 1/mO))))
kb55i2kb55i2/volag
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c-case 3-i=m-
kb55m3=mO*(dlog(mtl 5(1)/mtl 5(3)))
kb55m3=kb5 5m3lvolag
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 time 1-25 hr per cm"3"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob caseY'
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5 .4)')kbSSm 1 ,kb55i 1 ,kb55m2,kb55i2,kb55m3
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 time 1-25hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')kbSSml /rho,kb55i 1/rho,kb55m2/rho,kb5 5i2/rho,

& kb55m3/rho

c ------------------------- kirk and Barth analytical results 1-25 hr
maO=(nl 4a1 +nl 5a1)
mal=(n14a3+nl 5a3)
ma2=(nl 4a2+nl 5a2)
ma3=(n14a4+nl 5a4)

kb55am 1 =(maO-mal )*((dlog((nl Sal *mal/(nl 5a3 *maO)))/
&(dlog((maO/mal )))))

kbssaml=kb55aml/volag
kbSSai 1 (maO-ma1 )*(dlog((nl Sal/nl 5a3))/(dlog((maO/mal ))))
kb55ail=kb5sail/volag

c -------------------- case 2-m>i ----------------------------
kb5 5 am2=(mal maO)*((dlog((n1 Sal *mal/(nl 5a3*maO)))/

&(dlog((mal/maO)))))
kb55am2=kb55am2lvolag
kb5 5 ai2=(mal maO)*(d1og((n1 5a1/nl 5a3))I(dlog((mal ImaO))))
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kb5 5ai2=kb55ai2/volag

c -------------------- case 3i=m ----------------------------

kb5sam3=maO*(dlog(nl 5a1/nl 5a3))
kb55am3=kb5 5am3lvolag
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (4O,(a))"------------ analytical solution 1-25 hr

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 analytical time 1-25 hr per cm"3"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')kb55aml ,kb55ai 1 ,kb55am2,kb55ai2,kb55am3
write (40,'(a)1)""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"----------------

& -----------------------------
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

%error -----------------

case limob case2min

write (40,'(6e1 5.4)')(kbssaml -kb55ml)IkbSSaml * 1 OO.dO,
&(kb55ail -kb55i 1)/kb55ai 1 * 1 OO.dO,(kb55am2kb55m2)/kb55am2* 1 OO.dO,
&(kb55ai2kb55i2)/kb55ai2*1 OO.dO,(kb55am3kb55m3)Ikb55am3* 100.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 time 24-48hr per cm'3"
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c ----- Kirk and Barth 1954 valid for 1 day incubations as written
C-------------------- case 1- i>m ----------------------------

kb5Sml =(m2m3)*((dlog((mt 1 5(2)*m3/(mtl 5(4)*m2)))/(dlog((m2/m3)))))
kb5 5m 1 =kb5Sml/volag
kb55i 1 =(m2m3)*(d1og((mt 1 5(2)/mtl 5(4)))/(dlog((m2/m3))))
kb55i 1 =kb55i 1 /volag

C-------------------- case 2-m>i

kb5 5m2=(m3m2)*((dlog((mt 1 5(2)*m3/(mt 1 5(4)*m2)))/(dlog((m3/m2)))))
kb55m2=kb55m2/volag
kb55i2=(m3m2)*(d1og((mt 1 5(2)/mtl 5(4)))/(dlog((m3/m2))))
kb55i2=kb55i2/volag

C -------------------- case 3-i=m ----------------------------

kb55m3=mO*(dlog(mtl 5 (2)/mt 15(4)))
kb55m3=kb55m3/volag
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')kb55m 1 ,kb55i 1 ,kbs 5m2,kb55i2,kb55m3
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 time 24-48hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')kbSSml /rho,kb55i 1/rho,kb55m2/rho,kb5 5i2/rho,

& kb55m3/rho

c ------------------------- kirk and Barth analytical results24-48 hr ----------

kb55aml =(ma2ma3)*((dlog((n1 5a2*ma3/(nl 5a4*ma2)))/
&(dlog((ma2/ma3)))))

kb55aml=kb55aml/volag
kb55ai 1 =(ma2ma3)*(dlog((n1 5a2/nl 5a4))/(dlog((ma2/ma3))))
kb55ai 1=kb55ail/volag

c -------------------- case 2-m>i ----------------------------
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kb55am2=(ma3ma2)*((d1og((n1 5a2*ma3/(nl 5a4*ma2)))/
&(dlog((ma3/ma2)))))

kb5 5am2=kb55am2lvolag
kb5 5ai2=(ma3ma2)*(d1og((n 1 5a2/nl 5a4))/(dlog((ma3/ma2))))
kb55ai2=kb5 5ai2/volag

C-------------------- case 3-i=rn ----------------------------

kb55am3=ma2*(dlog(nl 5a2/nl 5a4))
kb55am3=kb55am3/volag
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" ------------ analytical solution 24-48 hr

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1954 analytical time 24-48 hr per cm"3"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5.4)')kb55aml ,kb55ail ,kb55am2,kb55ai2,kb55am3
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"---------------------- %error -----------------

& -----------------------------

write (40,'(a)')" case 1 mm case 1 imob case2min
& case2imob case3"

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(6e1 5.4)')(kb55aml -kb55ml)/kb55aml * 1 OO.dO,
&(kb55ai1kb55i1)/kb55ai1*1OO.dO,(kb55am2kb55m2)Ikb55am2*1OO.dO,
&(kb55ai2kb55i2)Ikb55ai2* 1 OO.dO,(kb55am3kb55m3)/kb55am3* 1 OO.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
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write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"

c ------------ kirk and barth 1955 zero-order ---------------------------

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 O_ordr time 1-25hr per cmt'3"
aa=(nl 4a0+nl 5a0)*ret*volag+biomassn*rho*volag
bb=nl 5a0*ret*volag+(.003663d0*biomassn*rho*volag)
b 1 =((mt 1 5(3)fbb)-(ml/aa))/(((m 1 *mt 15(1 )/(bb*mO))_(m lIaa)))
b2((mO/m1 )*((am1 )/(aa-mO)))
kb56Om=(ml mO)*(d1og(b1 )I(dlog(b2)))
kbS6Oi=kb56Om-(ml -mO)

write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e1 5.4)')kbs6Omlvolag,kbs6Oilvolag
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 O_ordr time 1-25hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(2e1 5 .4))kb56Omi(vo1ag*rho),kb56OiI(volag*rho)

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 0_ordanalyt 1-25hr per cmt'3"

b 1 =((nl 5a3Ibb)-(mal Iaa))I(((mal *nl 5a1/(bb*mO))(ma1/aa)))
b2=((maOlmal )*((aama1 )/(aa-maO)))
kbS6Oam=((mal maO)*(d1og(b 1 )/(dlog(b2))))/volag
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kb56Oai=(kb56Oam*vo1ag(ma1 -maO))/volag

write (40,'(a)T' mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e1 5.4)')kb56Oam,kb56Oai
write (40,'(a)')"

write (4O,'(a))"------------------------ %error -----------------

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4y)(kb56Oam(kb56Om1vo1ag))1kb56Oam* 1 OO.dO,

& (kb56Oai(kb56Oi/vo1ag))/kb56Oai* 1 OO.dO
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"

'write (40,'(a)')"
write (4O,'(a))ttKirk and Barth 1955 O_ordr time 24-48

&hr per cmt3fl
bb=nl 5a0*ret*volag+(.003663d0*biomassn*rho*volag)
b 1 =((mt 15(4)1bb)-(m3/aa))I(((m3 *mtl 5(2)/(bb*m2)).(m3/aa)))
b2=((m2/m3)*((aam3)/(aam2)))
kb56Om=(m3m2)*(d1og(b 1 )I(dlog(b2)))
kbS6OikbS6Om-(m3-m2)

write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .4)')kb56Omlvolag,kb56Oi/volag
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 O_ordr time 24-48

&hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mill inim"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .4))kb56OmI(vo1ag*rho),kb56Oi/(vo1ag*rho)
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write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 0_ordanalyt 24-48hr per cm"3"

b 1 =((nl 5a4/bb)-(ma3/aa))/(((ma3 1 5a2/(bb*m2))(ma3/aa)))
b2=((ma2/ma3)*((aama3)/(aama2)))
kb56Oam=((ma3ma2)*(d1og(b 1)/(dlog(b2))))/volag
kb56Oai=(kb56Oam*vo1ag(ma3ma2))/vo1ag

write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e 15 .4)')kb56Oam,kb56Oai
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"------------------------ %error
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)!)(kb56Oam(kb56OmIvo1ag))/kb56Oam* 1 OO.dO,

& (kb56Oai(kb56Oi/vo1ag))/kb56Oai* 1 OO.dO
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

c ------------------ kirk and Barth 1955 first order ---------------------

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr time 1-25hr per cm'3"
bb=nl 5a0*ret*volag+(.003663d0*biomassn*rho*volag)
hi =(mt 15(1 )/bb)-(mtl 5(3)/bb)+(ml /aa)-(mO/aa)
b2=(((m 1 *mt 15(1 )/(aa*bb))((mO*mt1 5(3))/(aa*bb))))
b3=b 11b2
kb56 1 m=((aa-m 1 )/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *mO)/(aa..b3 *mi )))
kb56 1 i=(m 1 *( 1. dO-( 1. dO/b3)))*(d1og((aab3 *mO)/(an..b3 *mi)))
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (4O,(2e1 5 .4)')kb56 lmlvolag,kbS6ii/volag

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
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write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr time 1-25hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e 15 .4)')kb56 lml(volag*rho),kb56 1 i/(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr analy time 1-25hr
&per cm"3"

b 1 =(nl 5a1/bb)-(nl 5a3/bb)+(mallaa)-(maO/aa)
b2=(((mal *nl 5a1I(aa*bb))((maO*n1 5a3)/(aa*bb))))
b3=b 1/b2
kb56 1 am=(((aa-mal )/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *maO)/(aa.b3 *mal ))))/volag
kb56 1 ai=((mal *( 1 .dO-( 1 .dO/b3)))*(d1og((aab3 *maO)/(aa..b3 *mal )))

&)/volag
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e1 5.4)')kb561 am,kb56lai

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"------------------------ %error
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)(kb56 1 am-(kb56 1 mlvolag))1kb56 1 am* 1 OO.dO,

& (kb56lai-(kb56li/volag))/kb561 ai* 100.dO
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
'write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

c ----------------- first-order constants from K&B 1955
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write (40,'(a)') "Kirk and Barth 1955 rate constants 1-25hr"

Capa=1 .dO/b3 *(dlog((aa...b3 *maO)I(aab3 *mal )))
Capb=((b3- 1 .dO)/b3)*(d1og((aab3*maO)/(aab3*ma1 )))

write (40,'(a)')" kp kc"
write (40,'(6e1 5.4))(capa*biomassn)*rho,capb
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %enor -----------------
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5 .4)v)(((capa*biomassn)*rho)(kp 1 *86400.do))

&I(kpl *86400.do)*loo.do,
& (capb(kc* 86400.dO))/(kc*86400.dO)* 1 OO.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr time 24-48
&hr per cm''3"

bb=nl 5a0*ret*volag+(.003663d0*biomassn*rho*volag)
b 1 =(mtl 5(2)/bb)-(mtl 5(4)/bb)+(m3/aa)-(m2/aa)
b2(((m3 *mtl 5(2)/(aa*bb))_((m2*mtl 5(4))I(aa*bb))))
b3=blfb2
kb56 1 m=((aam3)/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *m2)/(aab3 *m3)))
kb56 1 i=(m3 *( 1 .dO-( 1 .dOfb3)))*(d1og((aab3 *m2)I(an..b3 *m3 )))



write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e1 5 .4)')kb56 1 m/volag,kb56 1 i/volag
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (4O,'(a)"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr time 24-48

&hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .4)')kb56 1 mI(volag*rho),kb56 1 i/(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (4O,(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 1_ordr analy time 24-48

&hr per cm"3"

b 1 =(nl 5a2/bb)-(nl 5a4/bb)+(ma3laa)-(ma2laa)
b2=(((ma3 *lll 5a2I(aa*bb))((ma2*n1 5a4)/(aa*bb))))
b3=b 1/b2
kb56 1 am(((aama3)/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *ma2)/(aa..b3 *ma3))))/volag
kb56 1 ai=((ma3 *(1 .dO-( 1 .dO/b3)))*(d1og((aab3 *ma2)I(aa...b3 *ma3 )))

&)/volag
write (4O,(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e15.4)')kb5ólam,kb56lai
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error-----------------
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4)')(kb56 1 am-(kbS6 1 m/volag))1kb56 1 am* 1 OO.dO,

& (kb561ai(kb561i/vo1ag))Ikb561ai*1OO.dO
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""
write (4O,'(a))""

write (40,'(a)') "Kirk and Barth 1955 rate constants 24-48hr"
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Capa=(1 .dO/b3)*(dlog((aab3*ma2)/(aab3*ma3)))
Capb=Capa*(b31 .dO)

write (40,1(a)')" kp kc"
write (40,'(6e1 5.4)I)(capa*biomassn*rho),capb
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .4))(((capa*biomassn)*rho)(kp 1 * 86400.dO))

&/(kpl *86400.do)* 100.dO,
& (capb(kc* 86400.dO))!(kc*86400.dO)* 1 OO.dO

End

COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION uil4(s)
Implicit none

Double precision ni 4o,nl 4i,dw,d,r,b,a,theta
Double precision ret,rho,kp,kc,rm(2),kd
Double precision tort,pi,rl ,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp 1 ,tort2

complex* 16 zsinh,zcosh,s
complex* 16 p,al ,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6
common /radla,b,dw,rho,nl 4i,theta,nl 4o,r,kd,kp,kc
common /radltort,pi,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp 1 ,tort2

ret=theta+rho*kd
D=dw*theta*tort
p=sqrt(s*ret/D)

al ={nl 4i-nl 4o)*((ab)*p*zcosh((ab)*p)+(a*b*p*p 1 .dO)*zsinh((ab)*p))*
& zsinh(p*r)

a2p*s*(b*p*zcosh(b*p)zsinh(b*p))

uil4=(nl 4i*rls+(al/a2))



RETURN
end

COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION uol4(s)
Implicit none

Double precision nl4o,nl4i,dw,d,r,b,a,theta
Double precision ret,rho,kp,kc,rm(2),kd
Double precision tort,pi,rl ,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp 1 ,tort2

complex* 16 zsinh,zcosh,s
complex*16 p,al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6
common /radla,b,dw,rho,nl 4i,theta,nl 4o,r,kd,kp,kc
common /radltort,pi,nl 5o,nI 5i,kp I ,tort2

ret=theta+rho*kd

D=dw*theta*tort

p=sqrt(s*ret/D)

al =(nl 4i-nl 4o)*(a*p*zcosh(a*p)zsirih(a*p))*(b*p*zcosh(p*(br))
zsinh(p*(br)))

a2=p*s*(b*p*zcosh(b*p)zsinh(b*p))
uo 1 4=(nl 4o*r/s+(al 1a2))

RETURN
end
COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION uil5(s)
Implicit none

Double precision ni 5o,nl 5i,dw,d,r,b,a,theta
Double precision ret,rho,kp,kc,rm(2),kd
Double precision tort,pi,rl ,nl 4o,nl 4i,kpl ,tort2

complex* 16 zsinh,zcosh,s
complex*16 p,al,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6
common /radla,b,dw,rho,nl 4i,theta,nl 4o,r,kd,kp,kc
common /radltort,pi,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp 1 ,tort2
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ret=theta+rho*kd
D=dw*theta*tort
p=sqrt(s*retlD)

al =(nl 5i-nl 5o)*((ab)*p*zcosh((ab)*p)+(a*b*p*p 1 .d0)*zsinh((ab)*p))*
& zsinh(p*r)

a2=p*s*(b*p*zcosh(b*p)zsinh(b*p))

uil 5=(nl 5j*r/s+(al/a2))

RETURN
end

COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION uol5(s)
Implicit none

Double precision ni 5o,nl 5i,dw,d,r,b,a,theta
Double precision ret,rho,kp,kc,rm(2),kd
Double precision tort,pi,rl ,nl 4o,nl 4i,kp 1 ,tort2

complex* 16 zsinh,zcosh,s
complex* 16 p,al ,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6
common Iradla,b,dw,rho,nl 4i,theta,nl 4o,r,kd,kp,kc
common /radltort,pi,nl 5o,nl 5i,kp 1 ,tort2

ret=theta+rho*kd

D=dw*theta*tort

p=sqrt(s*retlD)

al =(nl 5i-nl 5o)*(a*p*zcosh(a*p)zsinh(a*p))*(b*p*zcosh(p*(br))
zsinh(p*(b_r)))

a2=p*s*(b*p*zcosh(b*p)zsinh(b*p))
uo 1 5=(nl 5o*r/s+(al/a2))

I1?tSJIil
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c This FORTRAN program uses a finite-difference scheme to solve the case
c of zero-order-
c production and zero-order consumption of two solutes (e.g. it uses
c equations
c [41] - [43] of Appendix A and analogous ones for 14

c The routine integrates 14N and 15N at t 1 hr, 25 hr, 24 hr, and 48 hr, and
c reports total
c masses and then calculates rates based on the equations of Kirkham and
c Bartholemew
c (1954, 1955).
c Pertinent input variables include:
c dw, solute diffusion coefficient in water (cm2 1); labelconc, concenration
c of applied label
c solution(mg cm3); ambconc, concentration of ambient solute (mg cm3
c soil); atprct (label
c atom%); tort, impedance factor (cm cm1); theta, volumetric water content
c (cm3 cm3);

c kd, linear adsorption coefficient (cm3 g'); rho, soil bulk density (g cm3), b,
c total aggregate
c radius (cm); kpl; zero-order solute production coefficient (mgcm3 d1); kc,
c zero-order
c consumption constant (mg cm3 d); maxdiff, maximum difference between
c implicit
c solution iterations; dt; timestep, (s); biomassn, microbial biomass
c parameter needed for
c Kirkham and Bartholemews first-order solution (1955) (mg cm3)

Implicit none
INTEGER I,j ,t,nn,time,z,nt,tottime,flag,nn2
integer twodays
integer ti, t2, t3, t4

parameter(nn=1 00,twodays=2.*24*3600, nt=1 72800)
double precision ci 5(nn+2, 1 O0),maxdiff,cl 1 5(nn+2),b
double precision ci 4(nn+2, 1 00),c 11 4(nn+2),s,kp,dw,ret,s2,b3
double precision tO,rO,r,dt,dr,ab 1 4,ab 1 5,ai ,a2,a3,d,kc,theta
double precision co 1 4,ci 1 4,rho,kd,tort,pi,vol(nn+ 1 ),v,kp 1
double precision ni 4(nn+ 1 ,4),ni 5(nn+1 ,4),mi 4(nn+ 1 ,4),ml 5(nn+ 1,4)
double precision mti 4(4),mt 1 5(4),co 1 5,ci 1 5,labelconc,ambconc
double precision mo 1 ,mo2,mO,m 1 ,m2,m3,kb5 5m1 ,kbs 5m2,kb55m3 ,kb55i 1
double precision kb5 5i2,volag,atprct,b 1 ,b2,kbS6Om,kb56Oi,aa,bb
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double precision kb56 1 m,kb56 1 i,omega,biomassn
pi=(4.d013 .dO)*3.141 592653589793d0

c ------------------------ adjustable parameters ----------------------------
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------

dw=1 .9d-5
open (40,file='output_file.xls')
maxdiff=0 1 .d- 10
dt=4.OdO

C--------------------------- soil parameters
theta=.278d0
b=.35625d0
rho=1 .45 dO
tort=. 14d0
kd=50.dO

c ----------------------- microbial parameters
kpl=0.00ldO
kc=0.00ldO
biomassn=.2d0

c ------------------------ N Concentration -----------------------
labelconc=. 1 135d0
ambconc=.005d0
atprct=99.9d0

C *

C-------------- write parameters -------------------------

write (40,'(a)')" zero-order model parameters"
write (40,'(a)')" Dw dt thet

& rad rho imped Kd"

write (40,'(7e 15 .3)')dw,dt,theta,b,rho,tort,kd
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" Kp Kc labconc

& ambconc at% micro-N"
write (40,'(6e 15 .3)')kp 1 ,kc,labelconc,ambconc,atprct,biomassn
write (40,'(a)')""

C -------------------------------- -

dr=(b/dble(rin+ 1))
kp 1 =(kp 1/86400.dO)
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kc=(kc/86400.dO)
ret=theta+(rho*kd)
d=(dw*theta*tort)
volag=b**3*pi

tl= (1./48.) * nt/dt
t2= (24./48.) * nt/dt
t3= (25./48.) * nt/dt
t4= nt/dt

mtl4(1)=O.dO
mti 5(1)=O.dO
mtl4(2)=O.dO
mtl 5(2)O.dO
mtl4(3)=O.dO
mtl 5(3)=O.dO
mt 1 4(4)=O.dO
mtl 5(4)=O.dO

C ------------------ initial conc

co 1 5=(((atprct/i OO.dO)*labelconc)+(.003663d0*ambconc))/ret
cii 5(O.003663d0*ambconc)/ret
Co 1 4=((( 1 .dO-(atprct/1 OO.dO))*labelconc)+

& (O.996337d0*ambconc))/ret
Cii 4=(.9963 3 7d0*ambconc)/ret

do 4 i1,nn+i
ci 15(i)=cil5
c15(i,i)=cilS
c14(i,i)=cil4
ci i4(i)=cil4

4 continue

do 5 i=(nn),nn+i
ci i5(i)=coi5
ci5(i,1)=coi5
c14(i,i)=coi4
ci i4(i)=coi4
continue

do 55 t=i,nt/dt
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j=o

19 j=j+1
flag=O

last compartment 1 5N
kp=kpl *.0o3663d0

r=(d*dt)/(ret*dr*dr)
rO=(d*dt)/(2.dO*dble(nn)*ret*dr*dr)
s=(c 1 14(nn+1)/((cl 1 5(nn+1)+cl 1 4(nn+1))**2.dO))
s2=(cl 15(nn+1)/(cl 15(mi+1)+cl 14(nn+1)))
al =rO*((dble(nn+ 1 )+dble(nn- 1 ))*(c 1 5(nn,j)+c 1 5(nn,j+1 )))

a2=( 1 .dOr+((kc*dt*s)/(2.dO*ret)))*c 11 5(nn+1)

a3=(1 .dO+r+((kc*dt*s)/(2.dO*ret)))
ci 5(im+ 1 ,j+1 )=(al +a2(s2*(kc*dt/ret))+(kp*dt/ret))/a3

abi 5=abs(cl 5(rm+1 ,j+i)-cl 5(nn+1,j))
if(abl5.gt.maxdiff) then
flag=1
else
end if

c ---------------- last compartment 14N
kp=kpl*.996337d0

s=(cl 15(nn+1)I((ci 15(rm+1)+cl 14(nn+1))**2.dO))
s2=(cl 14(nn+1)/(cl 1 5(nn+1)+cl 14(nn+1)))
al =rO*((dble(nn+ 1 )+dble(nn- 1 ))*(c 1 4(nn,j )+c 1 4(nn,j+ 1)))

a2=(1 .dOr(kc*dtIret)+((kc*dt*s)I(2.dO*ret)))*c 11 4(nn+1)

a3=( 1 .dO+r+((kc*dt*s)/(2.dO*ret)))
ci 4(nn+ 1 ,j+ 1 )=(al +a2(s2*(kc*dt/ret))+(kp*dtIret))/a3

abl4=abs(c14(rm+1 ,j+1)-c14(tm+1 ,j))
if (ab 1 4.gt.maxdiff) then
flag=1
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else
end if

c----------------- middle 15N ---------------------------------

do 25 i=2,nn
kp=kpl *.003663do
r=(d*dt)/(ret*dr*dr)
s=(c 11 4(i)I((c 11 5(i)+c 11 4(i))**2.dO))
s2=(c 11 5(i)I(c 11 5(i)+c 114(i)))
rO=(d*dt)/(2.dO*dble(i 1)*ret*dr*dr)
al=rO*(dble(i)*(cl 5(i+1 ,j)+cl 5(i+1 ,j+1))+

& (dble(i2)*(c1 5(i-1 ,j)+cl 5(i-1 ,j+1))))

a2=( 1 .dOr(kc* dtlret)+((kc* dt*s)I(2.dO*ret)))*c 115(i)

a3=( 1 .dO+r+((kc*dt*s)I(2.dO*ret)))
ci 5(i,j+ 1 )=(al +a2(s2*(kc*dt/ret))+(kp*dtIret))/a3

ab 1 5abs(c 1 5(i,j+1)-cl 5(i,j))
if (ab 15 .gt.maxdiff) then
flag=1
else
end if

middle 14N
kp=kpl *996337d0

s=(c 11 5(i)I((c 11 5(i)+c 11 4(i))**2.dO))
s2=(c 11 4(i)I(c 11 5(i)+c 114(i)))
al=rO*((dble(i)*(c 14(i+1 ,j)+c14(i+1 ,j+i))+

& (dble(i2)*(c i 4(i- i ,j)+c 1 4(i- 1 ,j+ 1)))))

a2=( 1 .dOr(kc* dtlret)+((kc*dt*s)I(2.dO*ret)))*c 114(i)

a3=( 1 .dO+r+((kc*dt*s)/(2.dO*ret)))
ci 4(i,j+ 1 )=(al +a2(s2*(kc*dt/ret))+(kp*dt/ret))/a3

ab 1 4=abs(c 1 4(i,j+ 1)-cl 4(i,j))
if(abl4.gt.maxdiff) then
flag=i
else
end if
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c -first compartment 15n-
kp=kpl*.003663d0

s=(cl 14(1)/((cl 15(1)+cl 14(1))**2.dO))
s2=(cl 15(1)I(cl 15(1)+cl 14(1)))
r=(3 .dO*d*dt)/(ret*dr*dr)
al=(1 .dO+(kc*dt*s/(2.dO*ret))_(r))*cl 15(1)

a2=( 1 .dO+r+(kc*dt*s/(2.dO*ret)))
ci 5(1,j+1)=(r*(cl 5(2,j)+cl 5(2,j+1))+al_((kc*dt/ret)*s2)

& +(kp*dt/ret))/a2

abi 5=abs(cl 5(1 ,j+1)-cl 5(1 ,j))
if (ab 15 .gt.maxdiff) then
flag=1
else
end if

c ----------------- first compartment 14n
kp=kpl*.996337d0

s(cl 15(1)/((cl 15(1)+cl 14(1))**2.dO))
s2=(cl 14(1)/(cl 15(1)+cl 14(1)))
r(3 .dO*d*dt)/(ret*dr*dr)
al=( I .dO+(kc*dt*s/(2.dO*ret))_(r))*cl 14(1)

a2=( 1 .dO+r+(kc*dt*s/(2.dO*ret)))
ci 4(1 ,j +1 )=(r*(cl 4(2,j)+cl 4(2,j+1))+ai _((kc*dt/ret)* s2)

& +(kp*dt/ret))/a2

abl4=abs(c14(1 ,j+1)-c14(1 ,j))
if (ab 1 4.gt.maxdiff) then
flag=1
else
end if

25 continue

if(flag.eq.1) then
goto 19
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else
c ----------- uncomment this to see # of iterations
c write (*,*) dble(j)

end if

do 40 i=1,nn+1
ci 15(i)=c15(i,j+1)

ci 14(i)=c14(i,j+1)

40 continue

if(t.eq.ti) then

do 45 i=1,nn+1
n14(i,i)=c1 14(i)
n15(i,1)c1 15(i)

45 continue
else
end if

if (t.eq.t2) then

write (40,'(a)')""
do 50 i=1,nn+i
n14(i,2)=cl 14(i)
n15(i,2)=cl 15(i)

50 continue

else
end if
if (t.eq.t3) then

write (40,'(a)')"
do 51 i=1,nn+1
n14(i,3)ci 14(i)
n15(i,3)c1 15(i)
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51 continue
else
end if
if(t.eq.t4) then

write (40,'(a)')""
do 52 i1,fln+1
n14(i,4)=cl 14(i)
n15(i,4)=cl 15(i)

52 continue
else
end if

55 continue

c --------------- comment goto 57 to write concentration profile
c --------------- disregard warning on compilation -----------------------

goto 57
write (40,'(4f30.5)')tl ,t3,t2,t4
write (40,'(a)')" radius n14 lhr n15 lhr

& n1425hr nlS25hr n1424hr n1524hr
& n1448hr n1548hr"

do 56 i=1,nn+1
write (40,'(9e1 5. 5)')dble(i)*bldble(nn+ 1 ),nl 4(i, 1 )*ret,

& ni 5(i, 1)*ret,nl 4(i,3)*ret,nl 5(j,3)*ret,nl 4(i,2)*ret,
& ni 5(i,2)*ret,nl 4(i,4)*ret,nl 5(i,4)*ret

56 continue

c --------------- get volume element and average concentration
57 vol(1)=((dble(1 )*dr)**3 .dO)*pi

do 70 z1,4
do 60 i=1,nn
vol(i)=(((dble(i+ 1 )*dr)* *3 .dO)((dble(i)*dr)**3 .dO))*pi
ml 4(i,z)(nl 4(i,z)+n14(i+l ,z))12,dO
ml 5(i,z)(nl 5(i,z)+nl 5(i+1 ,z))12.dO
ml 4(i,z)=vol(i)*ml 4(i,z)*ret
ml 5(i,z)=vol(i)*ml 5(i,z)*ret
ml 4(1 ,z)=vol(1 )*n14(l ,z)*ret
ml 5(1 ,z)=vol(1)*nl 5(1 ,z)*ret
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60 continue

70 continue
C-------------- write mass at times --------------------------------

write(40,'(a)')" ------- write mass per aggregate-------
write(40,'(a)')" m14 lhr m15 lhr m14 25hr

& m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr m1448hr
&m15 48hr"

do 90 z=1,4
do 80 i=1,nn
if(z.eq.2) then
ti =t2
else
end if
mt 1 4(z)=mt 1 4(z)+ml 4(i,z)
mtl 5(z)mt1 5(z)+ml 5(i,z)

80 continue
90 continue

c ------------------------- start rate calculations ---------------------

mO=(mtl4(1)+mtl 5(1))
ml =(mtl 4(3)+mtl 5(3))
m2=(mtl 4(2)+mtl 5(2))
m3=(mtl 4(4)+mtl 5(4))
mol=(m0m1)!m0* l00.dO
mo2(m2m3)/m2* 1 00.dO
write (40,'(8e1 5.5)')mtl4(1 ),mtl 5(1),mtl4(3),mtl 5(3),mtl4(2),

& mtl 5(2),mtl 4(4),mtl 5(4)
write(40,'(a)')"

write(40,'(a)')"
write(40,'(a)')" ------- write mass per cm'3 -------
write(40,'(a)')" ml4 lhr miS lhr m14 25hr

& m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr m1448hr
&m1548hr"

write(40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(8e 18.1 0)')mt 14(1 )/volag,mt 15(1 )/volag,mt 1 4(3)/volag,

& mtl 5(3)/volag,mtl 4(2)/volag,mt 1 5(2)/volag,mtl 4(4)/volag,
& mtl5(4)/volag

write(40,'(a)')""



write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')" -write mass per yam-"
write(40,'(a)')" m14 lhr m15 lhr m14 25hr

& m1525hr m1424hr m1524hr m1448hr
&m15 48 hr"

write(40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(8e 15 .5)')mt 14(1 )/(volag*rho),mtl 5(1 )/(volag*rho),

& mt 1 4(3)/(volag*rho),mt 1 5(3)/(volag*rho),mtl 4(2)/(volag*rho),
& mt 1 5(2)/(volag*rho),mtl 4(4)/(volag*rho),mtl 5(4)/(volag*rho)

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" -------------- % mass change
write(40,'(a)')" 1 -25hr

& 24-48hr"
write (40,'(2e30.3)')mo 1 ,mo2
kpl=kpl *86400.do
kc=kc*86400.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
c ----- Kirk and Barth 1955 valid for 1 day incubations as written
C-------------------- case 1- i>m

kb55m 1 =(mO-m 1 )*((dlog((mtl 5(1 )*m 1/(mtl 5(3)*mO)))/(dlog((mO/m 1)))))
kbSSml=kb55ml/volag
kb55i 1 =(mO-m 1 )*(dlog((mtl 5(1 )/mtl 5(3)))/(dlog((mO/ml ))))
kbSSil kb55i1/volag

c -------------------- case 2-m>i ----------------------------
kb55m2=(ml mO)*((d1og((mt1 5(1 )*mlI(mt 1 5(3)*mO)))I(dlog((ml ImO)))))
kb55m2=kb55m2lvolag
kb55i2=(ml mO)*(d1og((mt 15(1 )/mtl 5(3)))/(dlog((ml/mO))))
kb55i2=kb5 5i2/volag

c -------------------- case 3-i=m ----------------------------

kb55m3=mO*(dlog(mtl 5(1)/mtl 5(3)))
kb55m3kb5 5m3/volag
write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 time 1-25 hr per cm"3"
write (40,'(a)')" case 1mm case 1 imob case2min

& case2imob case3"
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write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e1 5 .3)')kb5Sml ,kbSSil ,kb55m2,kb55i2,kb55m3
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 time 1-25hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e15.3)')kb55ml/rho,kb55il/rho,kb55m2/rho,kb55i2/rho,

& kb55m3/rho

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" ---------------------- %error

& -----------------------------

write (40,'(a)')" case 1 mill case 1 imob case2min
& case2imob case3"

write (40,'(a)')"

write (40,'(6e1 5.3)')(kp 1 -kbSSml)/kp 1 * 1 OO.dO,(kc-kb55il )Ikc* 1 OO.dO,
& (kp 1 -kb55m2)/kp 1 * 1 OO.dO,(kckb55i2)/kc* 1 OO.dO,(kckb55m3)/kc* 1 OO.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 time 24-48hr per cm"3"

c ----- Kirk and Barth 1955 valid for 1 day incubations as written
c -------------------- case 1- i>m ----------------------------

kb5 Sm 1 z=(m2m3)*((dlog((mt1 5(2)*ml /(mt 1 5(4)*mO)))/(dlog((m2/m3)))))
kb5Sml=kbS5ml/volag
kb5 Si 1 =(m2m3)*(dlog((mt1 5(2)/mt 1 5(4)))/(dlog((m2/m3))))
kb55i 1=kb55i 1/volag

c -------------------- case 2-m>i ----------------------------

kb5 5m2=(m3m2)*((d1og((mt 1 5(2)*ml /(mt 1 S(4)*mO)))/(dlog((m3/m2)))))
kb55m2=kb55m2/volag
kb55i2=(m3 m2)*(dlog((mt 1 5(2)/mtl 5(4)))/(dlog((m3/m2))))
kb55i2=kb5 5i2/volag

c -------------------- case 3-i=m-

kb5Sm3=mO*(dlog(mtl 5(2)/mt 15(4)))
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kb55m3=kb55m3lvolag
write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(6e1 5 .3)')kb55ml ,kb55il ,kb55m2,kb55i2,kb55m3
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1955 time 24-48hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" case 1 mill case 1 imob case2min

& case2imob case3"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e 15 .3)')kb55ml /rho,kb55i 1/rho,kb55m2/rho,kb5 5i2/rho,

& kb55m3/rho

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')" ---------------------- %error -----------------

& -----------------------------

write (40,'(a)')" caselmin caselimob case2min
& case2imob case3"

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(6e15.3)')(kp1kb55m1)fkp1*1OO.dO,(kckb55i1)/

& kc*100.dO,
& (kp 1 -kbs 5m2)/kpl * 1 00.dO,(kc-kb5 5i2)Ikc* 1 00.dO,(kc-kb55m3)/
& kc*100.dO

write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 0_ordr time 1-25hr per cmt'3"
bb=mt 15(1 )+(biomassn* .003663 *rho*volag)
aa=biomassn*rho*volag+mtl 5(1 )+mt 14(1)
hi =((mt 1 5(3)/bb)-(ml/aa))I(((m 1 *mt 15(1 )/(bb*mO))_(m 1 /aa)))
b2=((mO/m 1 )*((aam 1 )/(aa-mO)))
kb56Om=(ml m0)*(d1og(b 1 )/(dlog(b2)))
kb56Oikb56Om-(mi -mO)

write (40,'(a))" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e1 5.3)')kb56omlvolag,kb56oilvolag
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 0_ordr time 1-25hr per gram"
'write (40,'(a)')" mm irnm"
write (40,'(a)')""
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write (40,'(2e1 5.3y)kb56Om/(volag*rho),kb56Oi/(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error -----------------

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5. 3)')(kp 1 -(kbs6omlvolag))/kp 1 * 1 00.dO,

& (kc(kb560i/vo1ag))Ikc* 1 00.dO

write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)"Kirk and Barth 1956 0_ordr time 24-48

&hr per cm'3"
bb=mtl 5(2)+(biomassn* .003663*rho*volag)
aa=biomassn*rho*volag+mtl 5(2)+mt 14(2)
b 1 =((mt 1 5(4)/bb)-(m3/aa))I(((m3 *mt 1 5(2)I(bb*m2))_(m3Iaa)))
b2=((m2/m3)*((aam3)/(aam2)))
kb560m=(m3m2)*(d1og(b 1 )/(dlog(b2)))
kb56Oi=kb56Om-(m3-m2)

write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .3)')kb56Omlvolag,kb56Oi/volag
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 0_ordr time 24-48

&hr per gramu

write (40,'(a)')" mill inim"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e 15. 3)!)kb56Oml(volag*rho),kb56OiI(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error -----------------
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5. 3)')(kp 1 -(kbS6Om/volag))Ikp 1 * 1 00.dO,

& (kc(kb560i/vo1ag))/kc* 1 00.dO

c ------------------ kirk and Barth 1956 first order ---------------------
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 1_ordr time 1-25hr per cm"3"
bb=mt 15(1 )+(biomassn* .003 663 *rho*volag)
aa=biomassn*rho*volag+mtl 5(1)+mtl4(1)
b 1 =(mtl 5(1 )/bb)-(mt 1 5(3)Ibb)+(mllaa)-(mO/aa)
b2=(((ml *mt 15(1 )/(*bb)) ((mO*mt 1 5(3))/(aa*bb))))
b3=b 1/b2
kb56 1 m=((aa-m 1 )/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *mO)I(aa..b3 *ml )))
kb56 1 i=(ml *( 1 .dO-( 1 .d0/b3)))*(d1og((aab3 *mO)I(..b3 *ml )))
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .3)')kb56 1 mlvolag,kb56 1 i/volag
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write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 lordr time 1-25hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mill imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15 .3)')kb56 1 mI(volag*rho),kb56 1 i/(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')""

write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error -----------------
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e1 5.3)')(kp 1 -(kb56 lmlvolag))/kp 1 * 1 OO.dO,

& (kc-(kb56 1 i/volag))Ikc* 1 OO.dO
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 1_ordr time 24-48

&hr per cmt3
bb=mtl 5(2)+(biomassn*.003663*rho*volag)
aa=biomassn*rho*volag+mtl 5(2)+mtl 4(2)
b 1 (mtl 5(2)/bb)-(mt 1 5(4)/bb)+(m3/aa)-(m2/aa)
b2(((m3 *mtl 5(2)/(aa*bb))_((m2*mtl 5(4))/(aa*bb))))
b3=bl/b2
kb56 1m=((aam3)/b3)*(d1og((aab3 *m2)/(aab3 *m3)))
kb56 1 i=(m3 *( 1 .dO-( 1 .dO/b3)))*(d1og((aab3 *m2)I(aa..b3 *m3 )))
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(2e 15. 3)')kb56 lm/volag,kb56 1 i/volag

write (40,'(a)')""
write (40,'(a)')"Kirk and Barth 1956 1_ordr time 24-48

&hr per gram"
write (40,'(a)')" mill imrri"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(2e 15 .3)')kb56 lml(volag*rho),kb56 1 iI(volag*rho)
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(a)')" ------------------------ %error -----------------
write (40,'(a)')" mm imm"
write (40,'(a)')"
write (40,'(6e 15 .3)')(kp 1 -(kb56 lmlvolag))Ikp 1 * 1 OO.dO,

& (kc-(kb56 1 ilvolag))/kc* 1 OO.dO

END




